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Abstrat
The purpose of this paper is to provide tools for analyzing the ompat-
ness properties of sequenes in Sobolev spaes, in partiular if the sequene
gets mapped onto a ompat set by some nonlinear operator. Here, our
fous lies on a very general lass of nonlinear operators arising in quasilin-
ear systems of partial dierential equations of seond order, in divergene
form. Our approah, based on a suitable deomposition lemma, admits
the disussion of problems with some inherent loss of ompatness, for ex-
ample due to a domain with innite measure or a lower order term with
ritial growth. As an appliation, we obtain a haraterization of proper-
ness whih is onsiderably easier to verify than the denition. The methods
presented an also be used to hek PalaisSmale onditions for variational
problems.
∗
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1 Introdution
This work is motivated by the artiles of Stuart and Rabier [23℄ and Gebran and
Stuart [13℄. In the former, ellipti equations on the whole spae are studied, and
the approah is generalized to quasilinear ellipti systems on exterior domains
in the latter. Both papers fous on ellipti quasilinear dierential operators of
seond order mapping W 2,p into Lp, where p > N . By ompat embedding,
this hoie of spaes entails that perturbations whih only ontain derivatives
up to rst order are "loally" ompat, i.e., ompat if restrited to a bounded
subdomain of Ω. As a onsequene, properness for suh an operator restrited to
a bounded subset of W 2,p(Ω) on a bounded regular domain Ω an be obtained
using well known a-priori estimates for linear systems with ontinuous oeients.
If, on the other hand, Ω is unbounded, one has to deal with the possibility that
mass might esape into the outer regions of Ω and vanish in the limit, a lak of
ompatness otherwise not present. The results in [23℄ and [13℄ provide onditions
to rule out the aforementioned behavior. However, to apply those results (for
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example as desribed in [24℄, to arry out a global ontinuation argument along a
real parameter using a suitable degree), one has to fae a serious obstale inherent
in the hoie of spaes: Usually, a-priori estimates in the orresponding spae are
required (to prevent a blow-up of a ontinuum of solutions prior to reahing
any parameter value of interest, for instane). Even if the leading part is of of
divergene form and the equation onsidered admits a simple a-priori estimate
in its weak setting (in W 1,q, e.g., if the leading operator is of q-Laplae type),
this estimate annot always be lifted to W 2,p. In partiular, this is a problem in
the ase of quasilinear ellipti systems, where regularity theory is available only
in speial situations and known to fail in general (for an overview see [14℄, e.g.).
Hene it seems expedient to derive a haraterization of properness appliable in
the "natural" weak setting of the equation, whih is the ontent of Setion 4. An
important new diulty whih arises is that perturbations ontaining rst order
derivatives are no longer loally ompat.
Tehnially, our approah diers from that of [23℄. Instead, we extend ideas
employed in [11℄ (see also [16℄) for problems on bounded domains. A key obser-
vation is the fat that on a bounded domain Ω, any given bounded sequene un
in W 1,p(Ω) an be deomposed into a sum of two sequenes (say, un = vn + wn)
in suh a way that |∇vn|
p + |vn|
p
is equiintegrable and wn onverges to zero in
measure ("deomposition lemma", f. Lemma 1.2 in [11℄). This means that the
two qualitatively dierent types of nonompatness in W 1,p(Ω) an be separated:
vn does not onentrate and wn does not osillate whereas un might do both.
(Here, reall that if a sequene onverges in measure and it is equiintegrable as
above then it is strongly onvergent due to Vitali's Theorem.) To use the de-
omposition lemma to hek properness or a PalaisSmale ondition, a seond
ingredient is needed: As already observed in [11℄, nonlinear funtionals satisfying
a suitable loal Lipshitz ondition behave asymptotially additive in the limit
n → ∞ with respet to suh a deomposition un = vn + wn ("orthogonality
priniple", f. Lemma 2 in [16℄). We generalize these arguments in the following
ways: First of all, reall that if Ω has innite measure, other types of divergent
bounded sequenes are possible. The two typial examples for suh sequenes un
inW 1,p0 (Ω) are "traveling bulks of mass" (i.e,
∫
B1(yn)∩Ω
|un|
p 6→ 0 for a sequene of
points yn ∈ Ω with |yn| → ∞) and vanishing (in the sense of P.-L. Lions [19℄, for
instane a sequene suh that un → 0 in W
1,∞
and un 6→ 0 in W
1,p
). Of ourse,
the sequene of gradients might do the same. One major aim of this paper is
to obtain a suitable extension of the deomposition lemma whih allows us to
deal with this kind of behavior as well, by deomposing into more than two se-
quenes (atually, we end up with ve, f. Lemma 3.21), while the orthogonality
priniple remains valid (f. Theorem 4.4). Similar as in [11℄, the deomposition
is obtained by trunating the original sequene in a suitable way, thus splitting
the trunated part and its remainder. However, we use three dierent ways of
trunating, adapted to the presene of an unbounded domain: The rst type of
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trunation uts o unbounded parts of Ω via multipliation with suitable smooth
funtions whih vanish outside some ball. Seond, we trunate gradients above
large levels. Note that this is not a trivial operation beause a naïve approah
would destroy gradient struture. Our denition is based on Theorem A.6, whih
employs arguments involving maximal operators and the extension of Lipshitz
funtions. It is similar to the one used in [11℄ and [7℄, respetively, apart from
the fat that we trunate in a way whih preserves Dirihlet boundary onditions
while avoiding the assumption that the domain is bounded. The third method of
trunation is again based on the aforementioned trunation of gradients, but now
we trunate at small levels, to remove parts of a funtion whih are uniformly
small in W 1,∞ but at the same time "spread out" in Ω in a way whih prevents
that the their norm in W 1,p is small. In plae of the orthogonality priniple for
realvalued funtionals, we derive an analogue whih is valid for a large lass of
nonlinear operators F : X → Y between two Banah spaes. The main lass of
examples are perturbed quasilinear dierential operators of seond order in di-
vergene form mapping W 1,p0 ∩W
1,q
0 into its dual spae. The key assumption we
employ in that ontext is that F is uniformly ontinuous on bounded subsets of
X . If we assume that F (un) onverges in Y , it turns out that the images of eah
of the omponents of the deomposition of un onverge (up to a subsequene).
This in fat entails a haraterization of properness: To show properness of F (on
losed bounded sets), one has to show that every bounded sequene un suh that
F (un) onverges has a onvergent subsequene. In view of the results above, we
now may assume in addition that un is a sequene of one of the types enountered
in the deomposition lemma, eah of whih is arrying at most one of the types
of nonompatness mentioned above. As a onsequene, obtaining the existene
of a onvergent subsequene beomes onsiderably easier.
In ontrast to the onentration-ompatness lemmas [19℄, [20℄ and the main
result of [11℄, we do not rely on limiting notions desribing the lak of ompat-
ness, suh as suitable measures apturing onentration eets. In partiular,
we avoid related assumptions suh as ontinuity in the independent variable and
homogeneity of the terms with ritial growth, as well as the assoiated loss of
information. Moreover, perturbation terms ontaining derivatives an be treated.
We also mention that a speialized type of deomposition lemma is well known as
a method to verify a Palais-Smale ondition for various semilinear ellipti varia-
tional problems, its prototype being [27℄. An indrodution to this topi and some
appliations are given in [28℄, for further versions and appliations the reader is
referred to [28℄, [21℄ (Theorem III.4), [5℄ (Lemma 2.9), [31℄ and [2℄ (e.g.). Results
onerning the Palais-Smale ondition for variational problems of more general
form an be found in [8℄, [9℄ and [25℄. Apart from the aforementioned papers [23℄
and [13℄, properness of nonlinear operators arising in ontext of ellipti equations
and systems without variational struture (of general form) has been disussed
in [29℄ and [30℄ with the fous on unbounded domains, and in [32℄ and [33℄ for
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This paper is strutured as follows: Setion 2 ontains an abstrat framework
whih allows us to derive suitable abstrat versions of the orthogonality priniple
(Theorem 2.7) and the assoiated haraterization of properness (Theorem 2.8),
assuming that a deomposition lemma is valid (axiom (φ:2)). It works with an
abstrat notion of trunation, a ommon denominator of all three methods of
trunation mentioned above. These are dened and disussed in Setion 3, ul-
minating in an assoiated deomposition lemma (Lemma 3.21). In the remaining
setions, the abstrat results are applied. In partiular, in Setion 4 we obtain
a haraterization of properness for quasilinear operators of seond order in di-
vergene form (not neessarily ellipti) in the weak setting (Theorem 4.5), based
on our version of the deomposition lemma and an assoiated (asymptotial) de-
omposition of the nonlinear operator (Theorem 4.4). Our methods an also be
used to verify the PalaisSmale ondition in variational ontext, whih of ourse
is losely related to properness of the Fréhet derivative of the energy. In Se-
tion 5, we provide another tool for that purpose whih supplements the results
of Theorem 4.4, namely an orthogonality priniple for energies or integral on-
straints, respetively (Theorem 5.2). In the nal setion, we revisit the setting
disussed in [23℄ and [13℄. In that ontext, our method yields a diret proof of the
equivalene of properness (on losed bounded sets) and "properness at 0" (Corol-
lary 6.4, f. Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 7.9 in [23℄ and Theorem 5.7 in [13℄) whih
avoids the use of limit problems (and the assoiated assumptions onerning the
asymptoti behavior of the oeient funtions and the domain), thus answering
a question raised in [23℄.
1.1 Notation and preliminaries
As usual, W k,p(Ω;V ) is the Sobolev spae of funtions u : Ω → V with distri-
butional derivatives up to order k in Lp, where Ω ⊂ RN is a domain (i.e., open
and onneted) and V is some nite dimensional eulidean vetor spae. The
losed subspae W k,p0 (Ω;V ) onsists of the losure of C
∞
0 (Ω), the smooth fun-
tions with ompat support, in W k,p. Norms of innite dimensional spaes are
denoted by ||·||X , where the orresponding spae X is given in the index, whereas
nite dimensional norms are denoted by |·|, as is the real modulus. Moreover, if
A ⊂ RN is a measurable set, |A| is its Lebesgue measure. The letter I always
stands for the identity map on a set whih should be lear from the ontext.
For super-level sets of a funtion f : D → R, we sometimes use the abbreviated
notation {f ≥ h} := {x ∈ D | f(x) ≥ h}, where of ourse the inequality sign an
be exhanged to dene a (strit) (sub/super-) level set instead. We also reall
the following property of Sobolev funtions, whih will be used without further
referene:
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Lemma 1.1 (Lemma 7.7 in [15℄, e.g.). Let Ω ⊂ RN be an arbitrary domain,
p ∈ [1,∞] and v ∈ W 1,p(Ω). If D ⊂ Ω is measurable and v(x) = 0 for a.e.
x ∈ D, then also ∇v(x) = 0 for a.e. x ∈ D.
2 An abstrat haraterization of properness
Let X , Y be a normed vetor spaes. We onsider nonlinear operators of the
following type:
F : D → Y is a ontinuous funtion,
dened on a losed additive subgroup D of X .
(F:0)
Remark 2.1. The ase of an ane subspae D suh that 0 /∈ D an be reovered
as follows: For an arbitrary but xed x0 ∈ D onsider F˜ : D˜ → Y , F˜ (x) :=
F (x+ x0), instead of F , where 0 ∈ D˜ := {x− x0 | x ∈ D}.
We study properness only on bounded subsets of X .
Denition 2.2 (Properness). The funtion F is alled proper (on losed bounded
subsets of D) if
every bounded sequene (un) ⊂ D suh that F (un) onverges in Y
has a subsequene whih onverges in X.
Below, trunation tehniques play a major role. All dierent types of trunation
employed in the appliations t into the following abstrat framework.
Denition 2.3 (Trunation operators).
Let X be a normed vetor spae, D ⊂ X and let φn : D → D, n ∈ N, be a
sequene of maps. We all φn a family of trunation operators on D ⊂ X if it
satises (φ:1) and (φ:2) below. That is, the maps φn are equibounded in the sense
that
||φn(u)||X ≤ C ||u||X for every u ∈ D and n ∈ N
with a onstant C ≥ 0 independent of u and n,
(φ:1)
and
every bounded sequene (un) ⊂ D
has a subsequene (uk(n)) suh that (2.1) holds.
(φ:2)
Here, the latter means that(
φn − φj(n)
)
(uk(n)) −→
n→∞
0 for every sequene (j(n)) ⊂ N
suh that j(n) −→
n→∞
∞ and j(n) < n for every n ∈ N.
(2.1)
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Remark 2.4.
(i) Note that φn does not have to be linear or ontinuous. As a matter of
fat, in ase of our seond and third example below (trunation of gradi-
ents) the trunation operators are nonlinear and ontinuity is not lear,
f. Remark 3.12.
(ii) Instead of (φ:1), it would atually sue to have that
⋃
n∈N φn(W ) is
bounded in X , for every bounded set W ⊂ D. We still use (φ:1) beause it
is notationally onvenient, and in all of our examples below, the family φn
is linearly equibounded as required in (φ:1), anyway.
(iii) Axiom (φ:2) is satised by eah of the three types of trunation operators
introdued in Setion 3. The property of the subsequene in (φ:2) an be
haraterized as follows:(
φn − φj(n)
)
(un) −→
n→∞
0 for every sequene (j(n)) ⊂ N
suh that j(n) −→
n→∞
∞ and j(n) < n for every n ∈ N
(2.2)
if and only if
for every ε > 0 there exists j0 = j0(ε) ∈ N suh that
||(φn − φj) (un)||X < ε for every n, j ∈ N with n > j ≥ j0.
(2.3)
Roughly speaking, the "tail" (φn − φj) (un) of φn(un) starting "at height j"
beomes small as j →∞, uniformly in n. For instane, in ase of trunation
of gradients, (2.2) means that that the sequene φn(un) does not onentrate
in W 1,p (in the sense of Denition 3.1), f. Proposition 3.15.
(iv) If φn, φ˜n are families of trunation operators on D ⊂ X and D˜ ⊂ X˜ ,
respetively, suh that φn = φ˜n on Dˆ := D ∩ D˜, then the restritions
φˆn := φn|Dˆ are a family of trunation operators on Dˆ ⊂ Xˆ := X ∩ X˜ (with
norm ||·||Xˆ = ||·||X + ||·||X˜). Moreover, if Z is a losed subspae of X whih
is invariant under φn for every n, then φˆn := φn|Dˆ is a family of trunation
operators on Dˆ := D ∩ Z ⊂ Z.
(v) For the arguments employed in the present setion, (φ:1) sues as assump-
tion on φn. However, Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8 only apply to sequenes
un with a subsequene uk(n) satisfying (2.1). Hene we also require (φ:2).
For tehnial reasons, we also want to trunate elements of the image of F .
Roughly speaking, we need that this outer trunation has a similar eet as
trunating the argument of F . The preise requirement is the following:
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Denition 2.5 (Compatibility).
Suppose that F : D → Y is a funtion on D ⊂ X, φn is a family of trunation
operators on X and ψn : R → Y is a family of maps dened on a set R ⊂ Y
whih ontains the range of F . We say that φn is ompatible to ψn with respet
to F if for all bounded subsets W ⊂ D,
sup
v,w∈W
||ψm [F (v + (I − φn)(w))]− ψm [F (v)]||Y −→n→∞
0 and (2.4)
sup
v,w∈W
||(I − ψn) [F (v + φm(w))]− (I − ψn) [F (v)]||Y −→n→∞
0, (2.5)
where m ∈ N is arbitrary but xed.
Of ourse, merely being a sequene of funtions is not yet enough struture for the
family ψn : R→ Y . In addition, we assume that the family ψn is equiontinuous,
uniformly on bounded subsets of R, i.e.,
supn∈N supw1,w2∈W, ||w1−w2||Y <δ ||ψn(w1)− ψn(w2)||Y −→δց0
0,
for every bounded subset W of R.
(ψ:1)
In Theorem 2.8 below, we also require that
the sequene (ψn(y))n∈N onverges in Y , for every xed y ∈ R. (ψ:2)
We now list the remaining assumptions on F . For a given family φn of trunation
operators on D ⊂ X , suppose that
there exists a set R ⊂ Y whih ontains the losure of the range of F
and a family of maps ψn : R→ Y (n ∈ N) suh that (ψ:1) holds
and suh that φn and ψn are ompatible with respet to F .
(F:1)
Last but not least, we assume uniform ontinuity of F on bounded subsets of D,
at least up to a perturbation as follows:
There is a funtion F1 : D → R, uniformly ontinuous on bounded
subsets of D ⊂ X , suh that for every bounded subset W ⊂ D,
(I − ψn)[F (w)]− (I − ψn)[F1(w)] −→
n→∞
0 in Y , uniformly in w ∈ W .
(F:2)
Remark 2.6. As to the role of R, note that it is onvenient to allow sets larger
than the range of F or its losure. Otherwise, the possible hoies of F1 in (F:2)
would be restrited too muh. In many ases, one may use R := Y or a suitable
losed subspae.
The main results of this setion are subsumed in the following theorems. The rst
one is an abstrat generalization of Lemma 2 in [16℄ ("orthogonality priiple").
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Theorem 2.7 (Asymptotial additivity of F ). Let φn : D → D be an equibounded
family in the sense of (φ:1). Moreover, assume that F satises (F:0)(F:2) and
let (un) ⊂ D be a bounded sequene. Then
F (uk(n))− F (φn(uk(n))) + F (0)− F ((I − φn)(uk(n))) −→
n→∞
0, (2.6)
for every subsequene uk(n) whih satises (2.1).
To hek properness of F , we only onsider sequenes (un) suh that F (un) on-
verges in Y . In this ase, even more an be said.
Theorem 2.8 (Abstrat haraterization of properness). Let φn : D → D be
an equibounded family in the sense of (φ:1) and assume that (F:0)(F:2) hold
with a family ψn whih also satises (ψ:2). Moreover, let (un) ⊂ D be a bounded
sequene suh that the limit G := limn→∞ F (un) exists in Y . Then we have that
F (φn(uk(n)))→ G +H and F
(
(I − φn)(uk(n))
)
→ F (0)−H in Y
as n→∞, for any subsequene (uk(n)) of (un) whih satises (2.1). Here,
H := lim
n→∞
[(I − ψn) (F (0))− (I − ψn)(G)] ∈ Y.
Remark 2.9. Theorem 2.8 tells us that for the purpose of showing properness
of F (on losed bounded sets), it is enough to study bounded sequenes with
speial properties, namely sequenes of the type φn(uk(n)) suh that (2.1) holds
and sequenes of "tails" (I − φn)(uk(n)). Also note that H = 0 if ψn(y) → y for
every xed y ∈ R.
Proofs of Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8
We rst ollet a few basi onsequenes of (2.4) and (2.5).
Proposition 2.10. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.7 are satised
and let W be a bounded subset of D ⊂ X. Then there exists a sequene (m(n)) ⊂
N (m(n) ≥ n), suh that for every sequene (h(n)) ⊂ N with h(n) ≥ m(n) for
every n ∈ N,
sup
w∈W
∣∣∣∣ψn [F (w)]− ψn [F (φh(n)(w))]∣∣∣∣Y −→n→∞ 0 and (2.7)
sup
w∈W
∣∣∣∣ψn [F ((I − φh(n))(w))]− ψn [F (0)]∣∣∣∣Y −→n→∞ 0. (2.8)
Proof. Let U := W ∪ {0} ∪
⋃
m∈N φm(W ), whih is a bounded set in X sine φn
is equibounded. By virtue of (2.4), we an hoose a stritly inreasing sequene
(m(n)) ⊂ N suh that for every sequene h(n) ≥ m(n),
sup
v,w∈U
∣∣∣∣ψn [F (v + (I − φh(n))(w))]− ψn [F (v)]∣∣∣∣Y ≤ 1n. (2.9)
With v = φh(n)(w), this entails (2.7), whereas with v = 0, we get (2.8).
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Proposition 2.11. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.7 are satised.
Then for every bounded sequene (un) ⊂ X whih satises (2.2),
(I − ψn) [F (0)]− (I − ψn)
[
F
(
φh(n)(uh(n))
)]
−→
n→∞
0 and (2.10)
(I − ψn)
[
F
(
uh(n)
)]
− (I − ψn)
[
F
(
(I − φh(n))(uh(n))
)]
−→
n→∞
0, (2.11)
for every sequene h(n) ≥ n.
Proof. As a onsequene of (2.5), we an hoose a sequene m˜(n) < n with
m˜(n)→∞ (slow enough) suh that
(I − ψn)
[
F (v + φj(n)(w))
]
− (I − ψn) [F (v)] −→
n→∞
0 in Y ,
uniformly in v, w ∈ W := {0} ∪
⋃
m,n∈N
{un, φm(un)},
(2.12)
for every sequene j(n) ≤ m˜(n). Here, note that W is bounded sine (un) is
bounded and the φn are equibounded. Moreover,
(I − φj(n))(uh(n))− (I − φh(n))(uh(n)) = (φh(n) − φj(n))(uh(n)) −→
n→∞
0
as long as h(n) ≥ n > j(n) for all n and j(n)→∞, due to (2.2). Consequently,
(I − ψn)
[
F
(
(I − φj(n))(uh(n))
)]
− (I − ψn)
[
F
(
(I − φh(n))(uh(n))
)]
−→
n→∞
0
(2.13)
and
(I − ψn)
[
F
(
φj(n)(uh(n))
)]
− (I − ψn)
[
F
(
φh(n)(uh(n))
)]
−→
n→∞
0.
(2.14)
If F = F1, (2.13) and (2.14) are due to the uniform ontinuity of F1 on bounded
sets (also reall that the ψn are uniformly equiontinuous on bounded subsets of
Y ). This argument also yields the general ase sine the remainder is negligible
in the limit by (F:2). Assertion (2.10) now is an immediate onsequene of (2.12)
(with v = 0, w = uh(n)) and (2.14). Assertion (2.11) follows from (2.12) (with
v = (I − φj(n))(uh(n)), w = uh(n)) and (2.13).
Proof of Theorem 2.7. For simpliity, assume (w.l.o.g.) that uk(n) = un,
whene (2.1) turns into (2.2). Let m(n) be the subsequene of n obtained in
Proposition 2.10 and hoose an arbitrary sequene h(n) ≥ m(n). We rst laim
that
F (uh(n))− F (φh(n)(uh(n))) + F (0)− F ((I − φh(n))(uh(n))) −→
n→∞
0. (2.15)
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Sine the left hand side of (2.15) is the sum of the terms listed below, it is enough
to show that
ψn
[
F
(
uh(n)
)]
− ψn
[
F
(
φh(n)(uh(n))
)]
−→
n→∞
0,
ψn [F (0)]− ψn
[
F
(
(I − φh(n))(uh(n)))
)]
−→
n→∞
0,
(I − ψn) [F (0)]− (I − ψn)
[
F
(
φh(n)(uh(n)))
)]
−→
n→∞
0 and
(I − ψn)
[
F
(
uh(n))
)]
− (I − ψn)
[
F
(
(I − φh(n))(uh(n)))
)]
−→
n→∞
0.
Here, the rst two lines follow from Proposition 2.10, whereas the last two are
a onsequene of Proposition 2.11. The same argument yields that every subse-
quene of n has a subsequene h(n) suh that (2.15) holds, whih implies onver-
gene of the whole sequene as asserted in (2.6).
For the proof of Theorem 2.8, we need one additional ingredient.
Proposition 2.12. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.8 are satised.
Then
F
(
φn(uk(n))
)
→ G+H in Y as n→∞,
for every subsequene uk(n) of un whih satises (2.1).
Proof. Reall that H = limn→∞ [(I − ψn) (F (0))− (I − ψn)(G)] ∈ Y . For sim-
pliity, assume (w.l.o.g.) that uk(n) = un, whene (2.2) replaes (2.1). It is enough
to show that every subsequene of n (not relabeled) has another subsequene h(n)
suh that
F
(
uh(n)
)
− F
(
φh(n)(uh(n))
)
+H −→
n→∞
0 (2.16)
in Y . We laim that (2.16) is valid whenever h(n) ≥ m(n) for every n, wherem(n)
is the subsequene of n obtained in Proposition 2.10. Sine we an deompose
the left hand side of (2.16) aordingly, (2.16) follows one we show that
ψn
[
F
(
uh(n)
)]
− ψn
[
F
(
φh(n)(uh(n))
)]
−→
n→∞
0,
(I − ψn) [F (0)]− (I − ψn)
[
F
(
φh(n)(uh(n))
)]
−→
n→∞
0,
(I − ψn)
[
F
(
uh(n)
)]
− (I − ψn)(G) −→
n→∞
0 and
(I − ψn)(G)− (I − ψn) [F (0)] +H −→
n→∞
0.
The rst two lines hold due to Proposition 2.10 and Proposition 2.11, respetively.
The term on the left hand side of the third line onverges to zero sine F (uh(n))→
G and the ψn are equiontinuous at G, and the term in the last line does the
same due to our hoie of H .
Proof of Theorem 2.8. Combining Theorem 2.7 and Proposition 2.12, the as-
sertion follows immediately.
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3 Examples for families of trunation operators
We rst introdue some terminology used troughout the rest of this paper. The
notion of equiintegrability is ommonly used for funtions in L1, as are the terms
"vanishing" and "tight" (f. [19℄), but we nd it onvenient to extend them to
W k,p in a anonial way. The reader should be warned that the preise deni-
tions in the literature might dier in the framework of unbounded domains. In
partiular, "equiintegrable" is sometimes used in a sense equivalent to what we
term "does not onentrate".
Denition 3.1. Let Ω ⊂ RN be a domain (possibly unbounded) and let V be a
nite dimensional eulidean vetor spae with norm |·|. Furthermore, let un be a
sequene in W k,p(Ω;V ), where k ∈ N0 and p ∈ [1,∞), and let α be a multiindex
with length |α| ≤ k. We say that (un) does not onentrate in W
k,p(Ω;V ) if
sup
E⊂Ω, |E|≤δ
∫
E
|Dαun|
p dx −→
δց0
0 uniformly in n ∈ N, for every |α| ≤ k. (3.1)
We say that (un) is tight in W
k,p(Ω;V ) if∫
Ω\BR(0)
|Dαun|
p dx −→
R→∞
0 uniformly in n ∈ N, for every |α| ≤ k. (3.2)
If both (3.1) and (3.2) are satised we say that un is equiintegrable in W
k,p(Ω;V ).
To desribe a possible lak of tightness in greater detail, we employ following two
terms: We say that (un) does not spread out in W
k,p(Ω;V ) if∫
Ω
min {δ, |Dαun|
p} dx −→
δց0
0 uniformly in n ∈ N, for every |α| ≤ k. (3.3)
Finally, we say that (un) is vanishing in W
k,p(Ω;V ) if
sup
y∈RN
∫
B1(y)∩Ω
|Dαun|
p dx −→
n→∞
0 for every |α| ≤ k. (3.4)
Remark 3.2.
(i) If q < p, any sequene whih is bounded inW k,p(Ω;V ) does not onentrate
in W k,q(Ω;V ), as a onsequene of Hölder's inequality.
(ii) Observe that (3.2) implies (3.3), i.e., every tight sequene does not spread
out. A typial example for a sequene "purely" spreading out in Lp(RN) is
vn := n
−N/pχEn with any sequene of measurable sets En satisfying |En| =
CnN for a onstant C > 0 (En := Bn(0), e.g.). Here, χE denotes the
indiator funtion of the set E given in the index. Carefully note that
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if a bounded sequene in Lp(RN) does not spread out and is vanishing
at the same time, this still does not imply strong onvergene to zero,
unless additional assumptions are made (f. Lemma 3.3). For instane, the
sequene χEn of indiator funtions of
En :=
{
(x1, . . . , xN)
∣∣ |x1| ≤ nN−1 and |xj | ≤ n−1 for j = 2, . . . , N } ⊂ RN
provides a ounterexample.
(iii) If q ≤ p, any sequene (un) in W
k,q(Ω;V ) whih does not spread out in
W k,q also does not spread out in W k,p. In partiular, note that (3.3) makes
sense even if some or all of the members un do not have nite norm inW
k,p
.
3.1 Auxiliary results
We rst reord an interesting relation between spreading and vanishing.
Lemma 3.3. Let Ω ⊂ RN be an arbitrary domain and let p ∈ [1,∞). If (un) is
a bounded sequene in W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M) whih does not spread out in Lp(Ω;RM) and
whih is vanishing in Lp(Ω;RM), then un → 0 strongly in L
p(Ω;RM).
Postponing the proof for a moment, we now state three results forming the ba-
sis for a deomposition lemma assoiated to the trunations introdued below,
whih essentially omes down to verifying (φ:2) in eah ase. Atually, they are
deomposition lemmas for sequenes in Lp. For instane, in Lemma 3.4 the or-
responding deomposition is vk(n) = ηn ◦ vk(n) + (idR−ηn) ◦ vk(n). Lemma 3.4
is a lose relative of Chaon's biting lemma (for the latter see [22℄, e.g.). In its
essene, it is well known; in partiular, it is impliitly proved in [11℄ in ase of a
bounded domain, with an argument involving Young measures. By ontrast, the
proof given below is elementary.
Lemma 3.4. Let Ω ⊂ RN be an arbitrary domain (possibly unbounded) and
p ∈ [1,∞). Then every bounded sequene (vn) ⊂ L
p(Ω) has a subsequene (vk(n))
suh that the sequene (ηn ◦ vk(n)) does not onentrate in L
p(Ω), i.e.,
sup
E⊂Ω, |E|≤δ
∫
E
∣∣ηn[vk(n)(x)]∣∣p dx −→
δ→0
0, uniformly in n ∈ N. (3.5)
Here, for every λ > 0,
ηλ : R→ R, ηλ(t) :=


λ if t ∈ (λ,∞),
t if t ∈ [−λ, λ],
−λ if t ∈ (−∞,−λ).
(3.6)
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Lemma 3.5. Let Ω ⊂ RN be an arbitrary domain and p ∈ [1,∞). Then every
bounded sequene (vn) ⊂ L
p(Ω) has a subsequene (vk(n)) suh that (χn · vk(n)) is
tight in Lp(Ω), i.e.,∫
Ω\BR(0)
∣∣χn(x)vk(n)(x)∣∣p dx −→
R→∞
0, uniformly in n ∈ N. (3.7)
Here,
χn : Ω→ R, χn(x) := χBn(0) :=
{
1 if x ∈ Bn(0),
0 if x /∈ Bn(0).
(3.8)
Lemma 3.6. Let Ω ⊂ RN be an unbounded domain and p ∈ [1,∞). Then every
bounded sequene (vn) ⊂ L
p(Ω) has a subsequene (vk(n)) suh that
sup
E⊂Ω, |E|≤n
∫
E
min{δ, |vk(n)(x)|
p} dx −→
δ→0
0, uniformly in n ∈ N. (3.9)
In partiular, the sequene wn := χEn · vk(n) does not spread out in L
p(Ω) if En is
an arbitrary sequene of measurable sets satisfying |En| ≤ n, where χEn denotes
the indiator funtion of the set En.
Proofs of Lemma 3.3Lemma 3.6
For the proof of Lemma 3.3, we need Poinaré's inequality in the following form:
Lemma 3.7. Let D ⊂ RN be a smooth bounded domain, B1 := B1(0) the unit
ball in R
N
and p ∈ [1,∞). Then for every v ∈ W 1,p0 (D), we have that
||v||Lp(D) ≤ S
−1 |B1|
− 1
N |{v 6= 0}|
1
N ||∇v||Lp(D) , (3.10)
where S = S(N, p) > 0 is the optimal Poinaré onstant on the unit ball, i.e.,
S := inf
{
||∇w||Lp(B1)
∣∣∣ w ∈ W 1,p0 (B1) and ||w||Lp(B1) = 1}
Proof. By resaling the variable and Shwarz rearrangement (or spherial sym-
metri rearrangement, as it is alled in [4℄), the assertion an be obtained as a
onsequene of Poinaré's inequality on B1. We omit the details.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. We only onsider the salar ase M = 1, the general
ase an be obtained by arguing omponent-wise. Dene a sequene
δn :=
(
sup
y∈RN
∫
B1(y)
|un(x)|
p dx
) 1
p+1
,
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where un is extended with zero outside of Ω. Moreover, for x ∈ R
N
let
vn(x) :=


un(x)− δn if un(x) > δn,
un(x) + δn if un(x) < −δn,
0 elsewhere,
whih denes a funtion inW 1,p0 (Ω) ⊂W
1,p(RN). Note that for every measurable
set E ⊂ Ω,
||vn||Lp(E) ≤ ||un||Lp(E) and ||∇vn||Lp(E) ≤ ||∇un||Lp(E) .
Sine un does not spread out in L
p(Ω), un − vn → 0 strongly in L
p
. Hene it is
enough to show that vn → 0 in L
p
. Our hoie of δn entails that
(δn)
p |{x ∈ B1(y) : |un(x)| > δn}| ≤
∫
B1(y)
|un(x)|
p dx ≤ (δn)
p+1,
for every y ∈ RN . Sine un is vanishing in L
p(Ω), we infer that
|{x ∈ B1(y) | vn(x) 6= 0}| ≤ δn −→
n→∞
0. (3.11)
Now hoose a overing of R
N
by a ountable family of unit balls B(i) = B1(yi)
(i ∈ N), loally nite in the sense that
eah x ∈ RN is ontained in at most J dierent balls B(i), (3.12)
where J = J(N) ∈ N is a onstant. By a suitable orresponding smooth partition
of unity, vn an be deomposed into a loally nite sum
vn =
∑
i∈N
w(i)n , where w
(i)
n ∈ W
1,p
0 (B
(i)).
Moreover,
{w(i)n 6= 0} ⊂ B
(i) ∩ {vn 6= 0} and ‖∇w
(i)
n ‖Lp(B(i)) ≤ C1 ||vn||W 1,p(B(i)) , (3.13)
where C1 = C1(N) is a onstant. By Poinaré's inequality in the form (3.10),
‖w(i)n ‖
p
Lp(B(i))
≤ S−p |B1(0)|
− p
N |{w(i)n 6= 0}|
p
N ‖∇w(i)n ‖
p
Lp(B(i))
.
Due to (3.12), (3.13) and (3.11), adding up yields
||vn||
p
Lp(Ω) ≤
∫
Ω
Jp
(∑
i∈N
∣∣w(i)n ∣∣p) dx
≤ JpS−p |B1(0)|
− p
N
∑
i∈N
∣∣B(i) ∩ {vn 6= 0}∣∣ pN ‖∇w(i)n ‖pLp(B(i))
≤ JpS−p |B1(0)|
− p
N (C1)
p(δn)
p
N J ||vn||
p
W 1,p(Ω) −→n→∞
0,
whih entails the assertion.
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Proof of Lemma 3.4. We indutively dene a hain (k1,n(j))j of subsequenes
of j: Let k1,0(j) := j for j ∈ N. For xed n ∈ N, hoose k1,n(j) as a subsequene
of k1,n−1(j) in suh a way that
∫
Ω
∣∣ηn[vk1,n(j)]∣∣p dx onverges in R as j →∞. The
diagonal subsequene inherits this property, i.e., for every xed n,
Sjn :=
∫
Ω
∣∣ηn[vk1(j)]∣∣p dx onverges as j →∞, where k1(j) := k1,j(j).
Let
S∞n := lim
j→∞
Sjn and S∞ := lim
j→∞
S∞n .
Here, the limit S∞ exists sine S
∞
n is inreasing, and S∞ ≤ supm∈N ||vm||Lp(Ω) <
∞. Furthermore, there exists a subsequene k2(n) of n in suh a way that
∣∣Sjn − S∞n ∣∣ ≤ 1n whenever j ≥ k2(n).
We laim that (3.5) holds with k(n) := k1(k2(n)). For the proof, let ε > 0. First
hoose a number n0 = n0(ε) ∈ N suh that
∣∣Sk2(n)n − Sk2(n)n0 ∣∣ < ε2 for every n > n0, (3.14)
whih is possible sine
∣∣Sk2(n)n − Sk2(n)n0 ∣∣
≤
∣∣Sk2(n)n − S∞n ∣∣+ |S∞n − S∞|+ ∣∣S∞ − S∞n0∣∣ + ∣∣S∞n0 − Sk2(n)n0 ∣∣
≤
1
n
+ |S∞n − S∞|+
∣∣S∞ − S∞n0∣∣+ 1n0 ,
and the last line beomes small if n0 is large enough and n > n0. It is enough to
show that ∫
E
∣∣ηn[vk(n)(x)]∣∣p dx < ε whenever |E| < δ0 := ε
2np0
, (3.15)
for every n ∈ N and E ⊂ Ω (measurable). We distinguish the two ases n ≤ n0
and n > n0: In the former ase, (3.15) holds sine
∫
E
∣∣ηn[vk(n)(x)]∣∣p dx ≤ |E|np < ε
2
< ε if n ≤ n0 and |E| < δ0,
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whereas in the latter ase, we have that∫
E
∣∣ηn[vk(n)(x)]∣∣p dx
=
∫
E
(∣∣ηn[vk(n)(x)]∣∣p − ∣∣ηn0[vk(n)(x)]∣∣p) dx+
∫
E
∣∣ηn0 [vk(n)(x)]∣∣p dx
≤
∫
Ω
(∣∣ηn[vk(n)(x)]∣∣p − ∣∣ηn0[vk(n)(x)]∣∣p) dx+ |E|np0
= Sk2(n)n − S
k2(n)
n0
+ |E|np0
<
ε
2
+
ε
2
= ε if n > n0 and |E| < δ0,
due to (3.14) and the denition of δ0.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. We proeed analogously to the proof of Lemma 3.4. Just
dene E = E(δ) := Ω \ B 1
δ
(0), use χn · vm instead of ηn ◦ vm (n,m ∈ N) and
replae the estimate ∫
E
∣∣ηm[vk(n)(x)]∣∣p dx ≤ |E|mp
employed twie in the proof of (3.15) (where m = n or m = n0, respetively)
with ∫
E
∣∣χm(x)vk(n)(x)∣∣p dx ≤
∫
E∩Bm(0)
∣∣vk(n)(x)∣∣p dx. (3.16)
Here, note that the right hand side of (3.16) is zero (and thus smaller than ε/2)
if m ≤ n0 and δ < δ0 :=
1
n0
.
Proof of Lemma 3.6. For m ∈ N dene
gm : (0,∞)→ [0,∞), gm(t) := |{x ∈ Ω : |vm(x)|
p ≥ t}| ,
whih is a dereasing, upper semiontinuous funtion. Moreover, (gm)m∈N is a
bounded sequene in L1((0,∞)) sine∫ ∞
0
gm(t) dt =
∫
Ω
|vm(x)|
p dx,
due to Cavalieri's priniple. The latter also entails that
sup
|E|≤n
∫
E
min{δ, |vm(x)|
p} dx ≤
∫ δ
0
min{n, gm(t)} dt =
∫ δ
0
|ηn(gm(t))| dt.
where ηn is dened in (3.6). Lemma 3.4 now provides a suitable hoie of k(n).
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3.2 Cuto of outer regions in unbounded domains
Let Ω ⊂ RN be an arbitrary domain, M ∈ N and p ∈ [1,∞).
Denition 3.8. For n ∈ N and every funtion u : Ω→ RM dene
φ(1)n (u)(x) := ν(|x| − n)u(x), (3.17)
where ν : R → R is a xed funtion of lass C∞ whih is dereasing on R and
satises
ν(r) = 1 if r ≤ 0, ν(r) = 0 if r ≥ 1, and
∣∣∣∣ djdrj ν
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cj on (0, 1)
for suitable onstants Cj > 0 (for example, C1 = 2 and C2 = 16 an be ahieved).
The maps φ
(1)
n are a family of trunation operators on W k,p(Ω;RM):
Proposition 3.9. Let Ω ⊂ RN be a domain, p ∈ [1,∞) and k ∈ N ∪ {0}.
Then the family of linear operators φ
(1)
n dened above satises (φ:1) and (φ:2),
for D = X = W k,p(Ω;RM). Moreover, (2.1) implies that φ
(1)
n (uk(n)) is tight in
Wm,r(Ω;RM) for every pair m ∈ {0, . . . , k}, r ∈ [p,∞) suh that X is ontinu-
ously (but not neessarily ompatly) embedded in Wm,r(Ω;RM). Conversely, if
φ
(1)
n (uk(n)) is tight in W
k,p(Ω;RM) then (2.1) is satised.
Remark 3.10. In partiular, the family φ
(1)
n also is a family of trunation operators
on X = W 2,p(Ω;RM) ∩W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M) and on X = W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M) ∩W 1,q0 (Ω;R
M),
respetively, f. Remark 2.4 (iv). Here, p, q ∈ [1,∞) are arbitrary.
Proof of Proposition 3.9. For brevity, we write φn instead of φ
(1)
n below. By
denition, it is lear that the φn are an equibounded family of linear operators
on X . The limiting properties are also satised. Next, we prove (φ:2). Sine the
derivatives of ν are bounded, we have that∣∣∣∣(φn − φj)uk(n)∣∣∣∣W k,p(Ω;RM ) ≤ C ∣∣∣∣uk(n)∣∣∣∣W k,p(Ω∩Bn+1(0)\Bj (0);RM ) ,
whenever j < n, where C > 0 is a onstant independent of j and n. Thus it is
enough to show that∣∣∣∣uk(n)∣∣∣∣W k,p(Ω∩Bn+1(0)\Bj (0);RM ) −→j→∞ 0 uniformly in n ∈ N, (3.18)
for a suitable subsequene uk(n) of un. The subsequene is hosen with the help
of Lemma 3.5, subsequently applied to v
(α)
n := |Dαun| for every multiindex of
length |α| ∈ {0, . . . , k}. Then (3.18) is an immediate onsequene (use δ := 1/j),
and the last sentene of the assertion follows by reasoning as above. It remains
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to show that (2.1) implies tightness of φ
(1)
n (uk(n)) in W
m,r(Ω;RM). For the proof,
observe that if X is ontinuously embedded in Wm,r, we may estimate
∣∣∣∣φn(uk(n))∣∣∣∣Wm,r(Ω\Bj+1(0);RM )
≤
∣∣∣∣(φn − φj)(uk(n))∣∣∣∣Wm,r(Ω;RM ) ≤ C ∣∣∣∣(φn − φj)(uk(n))∣∣∣∣W k,p(Ω;RM )
for every j < n, where C > 0 is the embedding onstant. The ase j ≥ n an be
ignored, sine then
∣∣∣∣φn(uk(n))∣∣∣∣Wm,r(Ω\Bj+1(0);RM ) is zero anyway.
3.3 Trunation of gradients above large levels
Let Ω ⊂ RN be a Lipshitz domain in the sense of Denition A.5 (possibly
unbounded) and X := W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M) ∩W 1,q0 (Ω;R
M). We now want to trunate
a funtion u ∈ X by replaing it with a Lipshitz funtion φ
(2)
n (u) with a global
Lipshitz onstant bounded by a onstant multiple of n. Ultimately, we thus ut
o onentration of a sequene at sets of measure zero. The trunation of vetor
valued funtions rests on its salar equivalent, Theorem A.6 in the appendix. It
is dened omponent-wise:
Denition 3.11 (Trunation of gradients of vetor funtions above large levels).
Let Ω ⊂ RN be a Lipshitz domain and 1 ≤ q ≤ p < ∞. For n ∈ N and for
u = (u1, . . . , uM) ∈ W
1,p
0 (Ω;R
M) ∩W 1,q0 (Ω;R
M), the trunation φ
(2)
n (u) of u at
level n, φ
(2)
n (u) =
(
[φ
(2)
n (u)]1, . . . , [φ
(2)
n (u)]M
)
, is dened by
[φ(2)n (u)]i := φn(ui) for i = 1, . . . ,M,
where φn on the right hand side is the trunation of salar funtions obtained in
Theorem A.6 (with λ := n). Aordingly, we dene
Rˆn = Rˆn(u) :=
M⋂
i=1
Rˆn(ui).
Remark 3.12. The trunation of a salar funtion obtained in Theorem A.6 is
not uniquely determined. We hoose one arbitrarily for every funtion u and
every value of the trunation parameter λ. For our purposes, this ambiguity
does not matter sine (A.6)(A.12), the only properties we exploit, are satised
irrespetive of the hoie.
All properties of the salar trunation are inherited:
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Proposition 3.13. Let Ω ⊂ RN be a Lipshitz domain, 1 ≤ q ≤ p < ∞ and
u ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M ) ∩W 1,q0 (Ω;R
M). Then we have that∣∣∇φ(2)n (u)(x)∣∣+ ∣∣φ(2)n (u)(x)∣∣ ≤ C0n for a.e. x ∈ Ω, (3.19)
u(x) = φ(2)n (u)(x) for a.e. x ∈ Rˆ
n(u), (3.20)∣∣∣Ω \ Rˆn(u)∣∣∣ ≤ (C3)r 1
nr
∫
{|u|+|∇u|>n2}
|u|r + |∇u|r dx for r ∈ [1,∞), (3.21)
and∣∣{x ∈ Ω | ∣∣φ(2)n (u)(x)∣∣+ ∣∣∇φ(2)n (u)(x)∣∣ > δ}∣∣
≤ C1
∣∣{x ∈ RN | C0 min{n,M(|u|+ |∇u|)(x)} > δ}∣∣ for every δ ≥ 0, (3.22)
where M is the maximal operator of Deniton A.1. Here, C0, C1, C3 ≥ 1 are
onstants whih only depend on N , M and Ω.
Proof. These properties are immediate onsequenes of the orresponding ones
listed in Theorem A.6 and Corollary A.7. Corresponding onstants oinide up
to a onstant fator whih only depends on M .
For p > 1, the maps φ
(2)
n form a family of trunation operators on W
1,p
0 ∩W
1,p
0 in
the sense of Denition 2.3:
Proposition 3.14. Let Ω ⊂ RN be a Lipshitz domain, let 1 ≤ q ≤ p < ∞
and assume that p > 1. Then the family of (nonlinear) maps φ
(2)
n on X :=
W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M) ∩ W 1,q0 (Ω;R
M) introdued in Denition 3.11 above satises (φ:1)
and (φ:2). Moreover,
φ(2)n (u) −→
n→∞
u in W 1,p0 ∩W
1,q
0 , for every xed u. (3.23)
The onrete meaning of (2.1) (or (2.3)) in the present setting is as follows:
Proposition 3.15. Let 1 ≤ q ≤ p < ∞ and let Ω ⊂ RN be a Lipshitz domain.
If (un) ⊂ X := W
1,p
0 (Ω;R
M)∩W 1,q0 (Ω;R
M) is a bounded sequene whih satises
(2.3) then φ
(2)
n (un) does not onentrate in W
1,p(Ω;RM), in the sense of Deni-
tion 3.1. If p < N then φ
(2)
n (un) also does not onentrate in L
p∗(Ω;RM), where
p∗ := pN
N−p
.
Remark 3.16. The restrition p > 1 in Proposition 3.14 is not just tehnial.
More preisely, neither (φ:2) (for φ
(2)
n ) nor the deomposition lemma (Lemma 3.21
below) hold if q = p = 1. For instane, onsider
un : (−1, 1)→ R, un :=


−t− 1 if t ∈ (−1,− 1
n
),
(n− 1)t if t ∈ [− 1
n
, 1
n
],
−t + 1 if t ∈ ( 1
n
, 1),
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whih is a bounded sequene in X = W 1,10 ((−1, 1)). Now assume for a moment
that (φ:2) is valid for un, i.e., a subsequene uk(n) satises (2.1). Sine the measure
of {φ
(2)
n (uk(n)) 6= uk(n)} onverges to zero due to (3.20) and (3.21), there are two
sequenes t−n , t
+
n in (−1, 1) suh that for every n ∈ N,
t−n < −
1
k(n)
, t+n >
1
k(n)
and φ(2)n (uk(n))(t
±
n ) = uk(n)(t
±
n ), and t
±
n −→
n→∞
0.
Hene ∫
[t−n ,t
+
n ]
[φ(2)n (uk(n))]
′(s) ds = (−t+n + 1)− (−t
−
n − 1)→ 2 6= 0,
whih means that the rst derivative [φ
(2)
n (uk(n))]
′
does onentrate (i.e., (3.1) is
violated), ontraditing Proposition 3.15.
Proof of Proposition 3.14. For brevity, we write φn instead of φ
(2)
n below. It
is sues to disuss the ase p = q: As to (φ:2), observe that due to (3.21), the
measure of {φm(un) 6= 0} is bounded uniformly in n,m ≥ 1 whene the norm
in W 1,p dominates the norm in W 1,q for funtions of this form in ase p > q.
Conerning the other assertions, the general ase an be reovered by repeating
the orresponding argument below with q replaing p.
Due to (3.19) and (3.20), |∇φn(u)| + |φn(u)| ≤ C0n a.e. in Ω and φn(u) = u
a.e. on Rˆn(u). Consequently, (3.21) implies that
||φn(u)− u||W 1,p(Ω;RM )
≤
(
2Cp0n
p
∣∣∣Ω \ Rˆn(u)∣∣∣) 1p + (∫
Ω\Rˆn(u)
(|u|p + |∇u|p) dx
) 1
p
≤ 2(2(C0C3)
p + 1)
1
p
(∫
{|∇u|+|u|>n2}∪(Ω\Rˆn(u))
(|∇u|p + |u|p) dx
) 1
p
.
(3.24)
In partiular, the maps φn are equibounded in the sense of (φ:1) and (3.23) holds.
Last but not least, we verify (φ:2). We have to show that every bounded sequene
(un) ⊂W
1,p
0 (Ω;R
M) has a subsequene (uk(n)) suh that∫
Ω
(∣∣∇(φn − φj(n))(uk(n))∣∣p + ∣∣(φn − φj(n))(uk(n))∣∣p) dx −→
n→∞
0. (3.25)
for every sequene (j(n)) ⊂ N with j(n)→∞ as n→∞ and j(n) < n for every
n ∈ N. As a matter of fat, (3.22) allows us to estimate the left hand side of
(3.25) in suh a way that Lemma 3.4 an be applied. To ahieve this, we proeed
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as follows:
1
2p
∫
Ω
(∣∣∇(φn − φj(n))(uk(n))∣∣p + ∣∣(φn − φj(n))(uk(n))∣∣p) dx
≤
1
2p
∫
Ω\(Rˆj(n)∩Rˆn)
(∣∣∇(φn − φj(n))(uk(n))∣∣p + ∣∣(φn − φj(n))(uk(n))∣∣p) dx
sine φn(uk(n)) = uk(n) = φj(n)(uk(n)) on Rˆ
j(n) ∩ Rˆn by (3.20)
≤
∫
Ω\(Rˆj(n)∩Rˆn)
(Un,n)
p dx+
∫
Ω\(Rˆj(n)∩Rˆn)
(
Uj(n),n
)p
dx
where Um,n :=
∣∣∇φm(uk(n))∣∣ + ∣∣φm(uk(n))∣∣ ∈ Lp(Ω)
≤ sup
|E|≤γn
∫
E
[
C0 min
{
n, vk(n)(x)
}]p
dx+ sup
|E|≤γn
∫
E
[
C0min
{
j(n), vk(n)(x)
}]p
dx
due to (3.22) and Cavalieri's priiple, where
E an be any measurable subset of RN ,
γn :=
∣∣Ω \ (Rˆj(n) ∩ Rˆn)∣∣, and
vm(x) :=M(|∇um|+ |um|)
(
C
− 1
N
1 x
)
(f. Denition A.1)
≤ 2Cp0 sup
|E|≤γn
∫
E
[
min
{
n, vk(n)(x)
}]p
dx.
Sine by (3.21),
γn = |(Ω \ Rˆ
j(n)) ∪ (Ω \ Rˆn)| ≤ (C3)
p
(
1
j(n)p
+
1
np
)
sup
m∈N
||um||
p
W 1,p(Ω;RM ) −→n→∞
0,
Lemma 3.4 applied to vn ∈ L
p(RN) yields the desired subsequene k(n). Here,
vn is a bounded sequene in L
p(RN) for p > 1 due to Lemma A.2
Proof of Proposition 3.15. For brevity, we write φn instead of φ
(2)
n below. We
rst show that φn(un) does not onentrate in W
1,p(Ω;RM). Let ε > 0. Due to
(2.3), there exists j = j(ε) ∈ N suh that
||(φn − φj)(un)||
p
W 1,p(Ω;RM ) <
ε
2
2−p for every n > j.
We laim that as a onsequene,
||φn(un)||
p
W 1,p(E;RM )
< ε if |E| < δ0, uniformly in n ∈ N,
where δ0 :=
ε
2
(4C0j)
−p
. Here, C0 > 0 is the onstant introdued in (3.19). In
ase n > j we have
||φn(un)||
p
W 1,p(E;RM ) ≤ 2
p ||(φn − φj)(un)||
p
W 1,p(E;RM) + 2
p ||φj(un)||
p
W 1,p(E;RM )
≤ 2p ||(φn − φj)(un)||
p
W 1,p(Ω;RM ) + (4C0)
pjp |E|
<
ε
2
+
ε
2
= ε
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provided that |E| < δ0. On the other hand, if n ≤ j,
||φn(un)||
p
W 1,p(E) ≤ (2C0n)
p |E| ≤ (2C0j)
p |E| <
ε
2p+1
< ε
whenever |E| < δ0. Finally, in ase p < N , rst reall that W
1,p(Ω;RM) is
ontinuously embedded in Lp
∗
(Ω;RM). Hene we also have that
||(φn − φj)(un)||
p∗
Lp∗ (Ω;RM )
<
ε
2
2−p
∗
for every n > j,
for a suitable j = j(ε). Arguing analogously as above with δ0 :=
ε
2
(2C0j)
−p∗
, we
infer that φn(un) does not onentrate in L
p∗(Ω;RM).
3.4 Trunation of gradients below small levels
As before let Ω ⊂ RN be an Lipshitz domain in the sense of Denition A.5.
Although domains with nite measure are allowed from a tehnial point of view,
the way of trunating desribed below only has pratial meaning if the measure
of Ω is innite. We want to trunate a funtion u ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M) ∩W 1,q0 (Ω;R
M)
by replaing it with a funtion φ
(3)
n (u) suh that φ
(3)
n (u) is zero outside a set of
nite measure and suh that ‖u − φ
(3)
n (u)‖W 1,∞ is bounded by a onstant times
1
n
. In the appliations, we use this way of trunating as a method to identify
and extrat omponents of a sequene whih are "purely spreading", i.e., whih
onverge to zero inW 1,∞ while staying away from zero in the norm ofW 1,p∩W 1,q.
The denition of φ
(3)
n is based on Theorem A.6, whih also holds for arbitrarily
small trunation levels.
Denition 3.17 (Trunation of gradients vetor funtions below small levels).
Let Ω ⊂ RN be a Lipshitz domain, 1 ≤ q ≤ p < ∞, n ∈ N and u =
(u1, . . . , uM) ∈ W
1,p
0 (Ω;R
M ). The trunation φ
(3)
n (u) = ([φ
(3)
n (u)]1, . . . , [φn(u)]M)
of u is dened by
[φ(3)n (u)]i := ui − φ1/n(ui) for i = 1, . . . ,M,
where φ1/n on the right hand side denotes the trunation of salar funtions
introdued in Theorem A.6 (with λ := 1/n). Aordingly, we dene
Rˆ1/n = Rˆ1/n(u) :=
M⋂
i=1
Rˆ1/n(ui).
From Theorem A.6 and Corollary A.7 we inherit the following properties:
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Proposition 3.18. Let Ω ⊂ RN be a Lipshitz domain, 1 ≤ q ≤ p < ∞, n ∈ N
and u ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M) ∩W 1,q0 (Ω;R
M). Then we have that
∣∣∇[u− φ(3)n (u)](x)∣∣+ ∣∣[u− φ(3)n (u)](x)∣∣ ≤ C0 1n for a.e. x ∈ Ω, (3.26)
φ(3)n (u)(x) = 0 for a.e. x ∈ Rˆ
1/n(u), (3.27)∣∣∣Ω \ Rˆ1/n(u)∣∣∣ ≤ (C3)rnr
∫
{ 1
2nβ
≥|u|+|∇u|> 1
2n}
|u|r + |∇u|r dx
+ (C3)
rn1+β(r−1)
∫
{|u|+|∇u|> 1
2nβ
}
|u|r + |∇u|r dx
(3.28)
for r = p, q and β ∈ (0, 1] arbitrary. Moreover,
1
nr
∣∣Ω \ Rˆ1/n(u)∣∣ −→
n→∞
0 for r = p, q and every xed u, (3.29)
and ∣∣{x ∈ Ω ∣∣ ∣∣[u− φ(3)n (u)](x)∣∣ + ∣∣∇[u− φ(3)n (u)](x)∣∣ > δ}∣∣
≤ C1
∣∣{x ∈ RN ∣∣C0 min{n−1,M(|u|+ |∇u|)(x)} > δ}∣∣ (3.30)
for every δ ≥ 0, where M is the maximal operator of Deniton A.1. Here,
C0, C1, C3 ≥ 1 are onstants whih only depend on M , N and Ω.
Proof. Taking into aount the denition of φ
(3)
n and Rˆ1/n(u), the assertions are
due to (A.6), (A.7), (A.11), (A.12) and (A.9), respetively. The onstants in
these statements oinide with orresponding ones in the assertion up to a fator
whih only depends on M .
If q > 1, the maps φ
(3)
n form a family of trunation operators on W
1,p
0 ∩W
1,p
0 in
the sense of Denition 2.3:
Proposition 3.19. Let 1 < q ≤ p < ∞ and let Ω ⊂ RN be a Lipshitz domain.
Then the family φ
(3)
n (n ∈ N) of maps on X := W
1,p
0 (Ω;R
M) ∩ W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M)
satises (φ:1) and (φ:2). Moreover,
φ(3)n (u) −→
n→∞
u in W 1,p0 ∩W
1,q
0 , for every xed u ∈ X. (3.31)
In the present setting, the onrete meaning of the property (2.1) (or (2.3)) in
(φ:2) is as follows:
Proposition 3.20. Let Ω ⊂ RN a Lipshitz domain and let 1 ≤ q ≤ p < ∞. If
(un) ⊂ X := W
1,p
0 (Ω;R
M) ∩W 1,q0 (Ω;R
M) is a bounded sequene whih satises
(2.3) for φn = φ
(3)
n , then φ
(3)
n (un) does not spread out in W
1,q(Ω;RM), in the
sense of Denition 3.1.
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Proof of Proposition 3.19. To simplify notation, we write φn = φ
(3)
n below.
It is enough to disuss the ase p = q; the general ase an be reovered by
repeating eah argument with q replaing p. Due to (3.26) and (3.27), we have
that
∫
Ω
(|∇[u− φn(u)]|
p + |u− φn(u)|
p) dx
≤
∫
{|∇u|+|u|≤C0
1
n
}
(|∇u|p + |u|p) dx+ 2(C0)
p 1
np
∣∣∣Ω \ Rˆ1/n(u)∣∣∣ (3.32)
Using (3.29), we obtain (3.31), and (φ:1) is a onsequene of (3.28) for β = 1.
Last but not least, we verify (φ:2). We have to show that every bounded sequene
(un) ⊂W
1,p
0 (Ω;R
M) has a subsequene (uh(n)) suh that
∫
Ω
(∣∣∇(φn − φj(n))(uh(n))∣∣p + ∣∣(φn − φj(n))(uh(n))∣∣p) dx →
n→∞
0. (3.33)
for every sequene (j(n)) ⊂ N with j(n)→∞ as n→∞ and j(n) < n for every
n ∈ N. First note that
γ(n) := Mnp, with M ∈ N xed suh that M ≥ 2(C3)
p sup
m∈N
||um||
p
W 1,p,
satises
γ(n) ≥ sup
m∈N
∣∣∣Ω \ (Rˆ1/j(n)(um) ∩ Rˆ1/n(um))∣∣∣ , (3.34)
as a onsequene of (3.28) and the fat that n > j(n). We now estimate the left
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hand side of (3.33). For every h ∈ N, we have that
1
2p
∫
Ω
(∣∣∇(φn − φj(n))(uh)∣∣p + ∣∣(φn − φj(n))(uh)∣∣p) dx
≤
1
2p
∫
Ω\(Rˆ1/j(n)∩Rˆ1/n)
(∣∣∇(φn − φj(n))(uh)∣∣p + ∣∣(φn − φj(n))(uh)∣∣p) dx
sine φn(uh) = 0 on Rˆ
1/n = Rˆ1/n(uh) and
φj(n)(uh) = 0 on Rˆ
1/j(n) = Rˆ1/j(n)(uh) by (3.27)
≤
∫
Ω\(Rˆ1/j(n)∩Rˆ1/n)
(Un,h)
p dx+
∫
Ω\(Rˆ1/j(n)∩Rˆ1/n)
(
Uj(n),h
)p
dx
where Um,h := |∇(uh − φm(uh))|+ |uh − φm(uh)| ∈ L
p(Ω)
≤ sup
|E|≤γ(n)
∫
E
(Un,h)
p dx+ sup
|E|≤γ(n)
∫
E
(
Uj(n),h
)p
dx
due to (3.34), where E an be any measurable subset of Ω
≤ sup
|E|≤γ(n)
∫
E
[
C0 min
{
n−1, vh
}]p
dx+ sup
|E|≤γ(n)
∫
E
[
C0 min
{
j(n)−1, vh
}]p
dx
due to (3.30) and Cavalieri's priniple, where
E an be any measurable subset of RN and
vh(x) :=M(|∇uh|+ |uh|)(C
− 1
N
1 x) (f. Denition A.1)
≤ 2Cp0 sup
|E|≤γ(n)
∫
E
[
min
{
j(n)−1, vh(x)
}]p
dx.
Hene, Lemma 3.4 applied to the sequene (vn) ⊂ L
p(RN) (whih is bounded in
Lp for p > 1, due to Lemma A.2) yields a subsequene k(n) of n suh that (3.33)
is satised for h(n) := k(γ(n)).
Proof of Proposition 3.20. Again, we write φn instead of φ
(3)
n below. We rst
verify that ∇φn(un) does not spread out in L
q(Ω;RM). Let ε > 0. Due to (2.3),
there exists j = j(ε) ∈ N suh that
||∇(φn − φj)(un)||
q
Lq(Ω;RM ) <
ε
2
2−q for every n > j. (3.35)
It is enough to show that for any δ ≥ 0,∫
Ω
min{δ, |∇φn(un)|
q} dx < ε for every n ∈ N, if δ < δ0 :=
ε
2
(2C3jS)
−q
. (3.36)
Here, C3 > 0 is the onstant introdued in (3.28), and S > 0 is a onstant
suh that ||φm(un)||W 1,q ≤ S, uniformly in m,n ∈ N. For n ≤ j, (3.36) is a
onsequene of the estimate
sup
n∈N,m≤j
∫
Ω
min{δ, |∇φm(un)|
q} dx ≤ sup
n∈N,m≤j
δ |{φm(un) 6= 0}| ≤ δ(C3jS)
q,
(3.37)
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whih is due to (3.27) and (3.28). On the other hand, if n > j,
∫
Ω
min{δ, |∇φn(un)|
q} dx
≤ 2q
∫
Ω
min{δ, |∇φn(un)−∇φj(un)|
q} dx+ 2q
∫
Ω
min{δ, |∇φj(un)|
q} dx
≤ 2q
∫
Ω
|∇φn(un)−∇φj(un)|
q dx+ (2C3jS)
qδ <
ε
2
+
ε
2
= ε
provided that δ < δ0, due to (3.35) and (3.37). Analogously, we infer that φn(un)
does not spread out in Lq(Ω;RM).
3.5 A deomposition lemma
Consider a sequene (un) in W
1,p
0 (Ω) ∩W
1,q
0 (Ω) and three subsequenes (ki(n))n
of n, i = 1, 2, 3. A subsequene of (un) then deomposes as follows:
uk(n) = U
0
n + U
1
n + U
2
n + U
3
n + U
4
n, with k(n) := k2(k1(k3(n))), (3.38)
where
U0n :=
[
I ◦ φ
(1)
k3(n)
◦ φ
(2)
k1(k3(n))
]
(uk(n)),
U1n :=
[
I ◦ φ
(1)
k3(n)
◦ (I − φ
(2)
k1(k3(n))
)
]
(uk(n)),
U2n :=
[
I ◦ (I − φ
(1)
k3(n)
) ◦ (I − φ
(2)
k1(k3(n))
)
]
(uk(n)),
U3n :=
[
φ(3)n ◦ (I − φ
(1)
k3(n)
) ◦ φ
(2)
k1(k3(n))
]
(uk(n)),
U4n :=
[
(I − φ(3)n ) ◦ (I − φ
(1)
k3(n)
) ◦ φ
(2)
k1(k3(n))
]
(uk(n)).
(3.39)
Combining properties of φ
(1)
n , φ
(2)
n and φ
(3)
n derived above, we obtain
Lemma 3.21 (deomposition lemma). Let 1 < q ≤ p < ∞ and let (un) be
a bounded sequene in X := W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M) ∩ W 1,q0 (Ω;R
M), where Ω is a Lip-
shitz domain in R
N
in the sense of Denition A.5. Then eah of the sequenes
U0n, . . . , U
4
n dened in (3.39) is bounded in W
1,p
0 (Ω) ∩W
1,q
0 (Ω). Moreover, there
exist three subsequenes k1(n), k2(n) and k3(n) of n suh that (3.40) below holds
in eah of the ases (i)(iv) listed thereafter. For any suh hoie, the omponent
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sequenes U0n, . . . , U
4
n arry the following properties:
(a) U0n is equiintegrable in W
1,p
, W 1,q and Lp
∗
.
(b) U1n is tight in W
1,p
, W 1,q and Lp
∗
, and |{U1n 6= 0}| −→
n→∞
0.
() U2n −→
n→∞
0 in W 1,∞loc , and |{U
2
n 6= 0}| −→
n→∞
0.
(d) U3n does not spread out in W
1,q
, U3n −→
n→∞
0 in W 1,∞loc ,
and U3n does not onentrate in W
1,p
and Lp
∗
.
(e) U4n −→
n→∞
0 in W 1,∞.
Here, p∗ := Np
N−p
if p < N , whereas p∗ ≥ p an be hosen arbitrarily (but xed)
above if p ≥ N . The subsequenes k1(n), k2(n) and k3(n) have been hosen in
suh a way that(
φ(i)m − φ
(i)
j(m)
)
(vh(m)) −→
m→∞
0 in X, for every sequene (j(m)) ⊂ N
with j(m) −→
n→∞
∞ and j(m) < m for every m ∈ N,
(3.40)
holds in eah of the ases
(i) i = 2, h(m) = k2(m), vh(m) = uh(m),
(ii) i = 1, h(m) = k1(m), vh(m) = φ
(2)
h(m)(uk2(h(m))),
(iii) i = 1, h(m) = k1(m), vh(m) = (I − φ
(2)
h(m))(uk2(h(m))),
and (iv) i = 3, h(m) = k3(m), vh(m) =
[
(I − φ
(1)
h(m)) ◦ φ
(2)
k1(h(m))
]
(uk2(k1(h(m)))).
Remark 3.22.
(i) The terms "equiintegrable", "does not onetrate", "does not spread out"
and "tight" are meant in the sense of Denition 3.1.
(ii) In () and (d), respetively, it is possible that U2n, U
3
n /∈ W
1,∞
loc (Ω;R
M), for
some or even every n. If Vn is a sequene in X , by saying that Vn → 0 in
W 1,∞loc , we mean that
for every R > 0, there is some n0 = n0(R) suiently large
suh that Vn ∈ W
1,∞(BR(0) ∩ Ω;R
M) for every n ≥ n0, and
||Vn||W 1,∞(BR(0)∩Ω;RM ) −→n→∞
0 for every xed R.
(iii) The sequene U2n eventually vanishes on xed every bounded subset of Ω,
i.e., for every R > 0, there is a n0 = n0(R) suiently large suh that
U2n(x) = 0 for a.e. x ∈ Ω ∩ BR(0) if n ≥ n0. This property does not
neessarily hold for U3n, beause φ
(3)
n typially modies the support of its
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argument. If desired, it an be regained artiially in ase of U3n. For that
purpose, pass to another subsequene uk˜(n) of un (with k˜(n) := k(n
N+1))
and use the following modiation of (3.39):
U˜ jn := U
j
nN+1
for j = 1, 2, 3,
U˜3n := (I − φ
(1)
n )(U
3
nN+1) and U˜
4
n := U
4
nN+1 + φ
(1)
n (U
3
nN+1).
Here, the main hange is the term φ
(1)
n (U3nN+1) whih was transferred from
U3n to U
4
n. It has no inuene on the relative ompatness of un: As a matter
of fat, φ
(1)
n (U3nN+1)→ 0 strongly in W
1,∞
, W 1,p and W 1,q.
(iv) In (d), if U3n does not ontain a "moving bulk of mass" in L
q
, i.e., if U3n
is vanishing in Lq(Ω;RM)), then U3n → 0 strongly in L
q(Ω;RM), due to
Lemma 3.3. In this ase, we automatially have that U3n → 0 in L
p∗(Ω;RM),
too, sine U3n does not onentrate in L
p∗
(and q ≤ p∗).
(v) In the assertion of Lemma 3.21, ondition (3.40) governing the hoie of
subsequenes and the exat denition of the omponent sequenes U jn are
expliitly stated to provide an interfae for the appliation of our abstrat
results, Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8.
(vi) The ases (i)(iv) for (3.40) onsist of all possible ombinations of i ∈
{1, 2, 3}, m = m(n) ∈ N, (h(m))m ⊂ N and (vh(m))m ⊂ W
1,p
0 (Ω) suh that
φ
(i)
m (vh(m)) mathes an expression ontained in (3.39).
Proof of Lemma 3.21. Reall that eah of the three families φ
(i)
n (i = 1, 2, 3)
satises (φ:1) and (φ:2), as shown in Proposition 3.9, Proposition 3.14 and Propo-
sition 3.19, respetively. In partiular, they are equibounded, whene U0n, . . . , U
4
n
are bounded sequenes. The subsequenes ki(n) are hosen using (φ:2): First,
hoose k2(n) suh that (3.40) is valid in ase (i), then hoose k1(n) suh that
(3.40) is valid both in ase (ii) and (iii), and nally hoose k3(n) suh that (3.40)
is valid in ase (iv). As to the properties of U0n, . . . , U
4
n in (a)(e), rst note that
V (i)n := φ
(2)
n
(
uk2(n)
)
does not onentrate in W 1,p and Lp
∗
,
V (ii)n :=
[
φ(1)n ◦ φ
(2)
k1(n)
](
uk2(k1(n))
)
is tight in W 1,p, W 1,q and Lp
∗
,
V (iii)n :=
[
φ(1)n ◦
(
I − φ
(2)
k1(n)
)](
uk2(k1(n))
)
is tight in W 1,p, W 1,q and Lp
∗
, and
V (iv)n :=
[
φ(3)n ◦
(
I − φ
(1)
k3(n)
)
◦ φ
(2)
k1(k3(n))
](
uk(n)
)
does not spread out in W 1,q,
due to (3.40) and Proposition 3.15, Proposition 3.9 and Proposition 3.20, respe-
tively. (As to V
(iv)
n , reall that k(n) = k2(k1(k3(n))).) In partiular, U
0
n = V
(ii)
k3(n)
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and U1n = V
(iii)
k3(n)
are tight in W 1,p, W 1,q and Lp
∗
, and U3n = V
(iv)
n does not spread
out in W 1,p. Moreover,
φ(1)n
(
V
(i)
k1(n)
)
and (I − φ(1)n )
(
V
(i)
k1(n)
)
do not onentrate in W 1,p and Lp
∗
,
sine φ
(1)
n does not interfere with this property. Neither does φ
(3)
n (f. (3.26)),
whene U0n and U
2
n do not onentrate in W
1,p
and Lp
∗
(and thus they do not
onentrate in W 1,q, f. Remark 3.2). Furthermore, U4n → 0 in W
1,∞
due to
(3.26). As a onsequene of the properties of φ
(2)
n olleted in Proposition 3.13
and the denition of φ
(1)
n , |{x ∈ Ω | Usn(x) 6= 0}| → 0 as n→∞, for s = 1, 2. The
denition of φ
(1)
n also entails that
U2n(x) = 0 for every x ∈ Bk3(n)(0) ∩ Ω.
In partiular,
∥∥U2n∥∥W 1,∞(BR(0)∩Ω) → 0 as n → ∞, for every xed R > 0. Sine∥∥(I−φ(3)n )(U2n)∥∥W 1,∞(Ω) → 0 by (3.26), the latter also holds for U3n in plae of U2n;
reall that U3n = U
2
n − (I − φ
(3)
n )(U2n).
4 Quasilinear systems in divergene form
Let Ω ⊂ RN (N ∈ N) be a Lipshitz domain in the sense of Denition A.5
(possibly unbounded), 1 < q ≤ p < N and M ∈ N. We onsider quasilinear
dierential operators of seond order of the form
F : X → X ′, with X := W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M) ∩W 1,q0 (Ω;R
M), dened by
F (u)[ϕ] :=
∫
Ω
Q(x, u,∇u) : ∇ϕ+ [g1(x, u,∇u) + g2(x, u,∇u)] · ϕdx
(4.1)
for every u ∈ X and every test funtion ϕ ∈ X . Here, : and · denote the eulidean
salar produts in R
M×N
and R
M
, respetively. X is a Banah spae with the
anonial norm ||u||X := ||u||W 1,p + ||u||W 1,q and X
′
denotes the dual of X . We
assume that
Q : Ω× RM × RM×N → RM×N is a Carathéodory funtion and (Q:0)
gj : Ω× R
M × RM×N → RM is a Carathéodory funtion for j = 1, 2, (g:0)
i.e, the funtions are measurable in their rst variable x and ontinuous in the
other variables for a.e. x ∈ Ω. To state the remaining assumptions, the following
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abbreviations are useful. For α, ̺ ∈ [0, q − 1], x ∈ Ω and s, t ∈ [0,∞) we dene
Hα(x, s, t) := C
(
hq(x) + s+ t
)q−1−α
+ C
(
hp(x) + s
p∗
p + t
)p−1−α
,
Iα(x, s, t) := C
(
hq(x) + s+ t
)q−1−α
+ C
(
hp(x) + s
p∗
p + t
)p− p
p∗
−α
,
J̺(x, s, t) := h∞(x)
(
s+ t
)q−1
+ [hq(x)]
̺
(
hq(x) + s+ t
)q−1−̺
+ [hp∗(x)]
̺
(
hp∗(x) + s + t
p
p∗
)p∗−1−̺
.
(4.2)
Here, C > 0 is a onstant, p∗ := pN
N−p
> p is the ritial Sobolev exponent,
hr denotes a xed nonnegative funtion in L
r(Ω) if r ∈ [1,∞), and
h∞ ∈ L
∞(Ω) is nonnegative and satises ||h∞||L∞(Ω\BR(0)) −→R→∞
0.
(4.3)
We assume that Q, g1 and g2 satisfy the growth onditions
|Q(x, µ, ξ)| ≤ H0(x, |µ| , |ξ|), (Q:1)
and
|g1(x, µ, ξ)| ≤ I0(x, |µ| , |ξ|),
|g2(x, µ, ξ)| ≤ J̺(x, |µ| , |ξ|), for a ̺ ∈ (0, q − 1],
(g:1)
for a.e. x ∈ Ω and every (µ, ξ) ∈ RM × RM×N . Here, reall that W 1,p0 is ontinu-
ously (but not ompatly) embedded in Lp
∗
for arbitrary domains. For Q and g1,
we also assume a kind of Hölder ontinuity with respet to the last two variables
whih is uniform in x:
There is an α ∈ (0, q − 1] suh that
|Q(x, µ1, ξ1)−Q(x, µ2, ξ2)|
≤ Hα(x, |µ1|+ |µ2| , |ξ1|+ |ξ2|)
(
|µ1 − µ2|+ |µ1 − µ2|
p∗
p + |ξ1 − ξ2|
)α
,
(Q:2)
|g1(x, µ1, ξ1)− g1(x, µ2, ξ2)|
≤ Iα(x, |µ1|+ |µ2| , |ξ1|+ |ξ2|)
(
|µ1 − µ2|+ |µ1 − µ2|
p∗
p + |ξ1 − ξ2|
)α
,
(g:2)
for a.e. x ∈ Ω, every µ1, µ2 ∈ R
M
and every ξ1, ξ2 ∈ R
M×N
.
Remark 4.1.
(i) Our assumptions inlude the ase of a lower order term with ritial growth
in u, a prototype of whih would be g1(u) = γ˜ |u|
p∗−2 u with some γ˜ ∈ R.
Examples of admissible terms inluding the gradient are
g1(x,∇u) = γ(x) |∇u|
p p
∗
−1
p∗
or g1(x, u,∇u) = Γ(x) |∇u|
p
p∗−(1+ε)
p∗ |u|ε−1 u,
where ε ∈ (0, p∗ − 1] is arbitrary but xed, γ ∈ L∞(Ω;RM) and Γ ∈
L∞(Ω;RM×M).
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(ii) In the ontext of this setion, there is no tehnial neessity to assume that
F maps X into its dual. We hose that framework simply for notational
onveniene. As a matter of fat, with suitably modied assumptions (Q:0)
(Q:2) and (g:0)(g:2), the results below remain true for example if F :
X1 → (X2)
′
, with X1 = W
1,p1
0 ∩ W
1,q1
0 and X2 = W
1,p2
0 ∩ W
1,q2
0 , where
1 < q1 ≤ p1 < N and 1 < q2 ≤ p2 < N are arbitrary. In this more general
setting, the examples above an be replaed by
g1(x, u,∇u) = γ(x) |∇u|
p1
p∗2−1
p∗
2
or g1(x, u,∇u) = Γ(x) |∇u|
p1
p∗2−(1+ε)
p∗
2 |u|ε−1 u
with ε ∈ (0, p∗2 − 1].
(iii) Terms with so-alled natural growth with respet to the gradient are ruled
out, suh as
g1(u,∇u) = γ˜ |∇u|
p u, for some γ˜ ∈ R. (4.4)
Even if for some reason F is studied only on a set is bounded in L∞,
this example does not t into one of the generalized settings explained in
(ii) (unless p2 > N , whih is a muh simpler ase). On the other hand,
it is not entirely lear when suh a term leads to a well posed equation,
even on bounded domains. If the leading part is ellipti (Q is monotone
in a suitable sense), typially an additional one-sided growth ondition (in
the salar ase) or an angle ondition (in the vetor ase) are assumed to
obtain existene of a solutions to the Dirihlet problem. Both lead to a sign
ondition on γ˜ in the example (4.4). See [6℄, [18℄ and [3℄ and the referenes
therein for some results in that ontext.
The Nemyskii operator assoiated to Q maps into the vetor spae L
q
q−1 + L
p
p−1
,
and the range of the Nemytskii operator assoiated to g1 and g2 lies in L
q
q−1 +
L
p∗
p∗−1
. With a natural norm, these sums are Banah spaes. Let
Lrs(Ω;V ) :=
{
Lr(Ω;V ) + Ls(Ω;V ) if r < s,
Lr(Ω;V ) ∩ Ls(Ω;V ) if r ≥ s,
where s, r ∈ [1,∞] and V is an eulidean vetor spae. The orresponding norm
is given by
||u||Lrs :=
{
inf
{
||v||Lr + ||w||Ls
∣∣ v ∈ Lr, w ∈ Ls and v + w = u} if r < s,
||u||Lr + ||u||Ls if r ≥ s.
Remark 4.2.
(i) Roughly speaking, funtions in Lrs deay like funtions in L
s
as |x| → ∞
(x ∈ Ω), while their restritions to sets of nite measure always belong to
Lr. If Ω has nite measure, we have Lrs(Ω) = L
s(Ω)∩Lr(Ω) = Lmax{s,r}(Ω)
and the three assoiated norms are equivalent, for arbitrary r, s ∈ [1,∞].
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(ii) For r, s ∈ [1,∞], s′ := s
s−1
and r′ := r
r−1
, we have Hölder's inequality in the
form
||u · w||L1 ≤ ||u||Lr′
s′
||w||Lrs for u ∈ L
r′
s′(Ω;R) and w ∈ L
r
s(Ω;R). (4.5)
(iii) If s, r ∈ (1,∞), the set Lrs also an be desribed as follows:
Lrs(Ω;V ) =
{
u : Ω→ V measurable
∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω
Ars(|u(x)|) dx <∞
}
,
the Orliz lass with respet to the "N -funtion"
Ars(t) :=
{
s−1ts if t ∈ [0, 1],
r−1tr + s−1 − r−1 if t ∈ [1,∞).
Moreover, Lrs is isomorphi to the Orliz spae LArs assoiated to A
r
s. For
general information on Orliz spaes, the reader is referred to [1℄.
(iv) For r, s ∈ (1,∞), s′ := s
s−1
and r′ := r
r−1
, Lr
′
s′ is isomorphi (algebraially
and topologially) to the dual of Lrs, with respet to the dual pairing
J : Lr
′
s′(Ω;V )→ [L
r
s(Ω;V )]
′ , J(u)[ϕ] :=
∫
Ω
u(x) · ϕ(x) dx.
Here, u · ϕ denotes the salar produt of u and ϕ in the eulidean vetor
spae V .
Proposition 4.3. Let 1 < q ≤ p < N , q′ := q
q−1
, p′ := p
p−1
and p∗′ := p
∗
p∗−1
, where
p∗ = pN
N−p
, and assume that (Q:0)(Q:2) and (g:0)(g:2) are satised. Then the
Nemytskii operators
Q˜ : X˜ → Lp
′
q′(Ω;R
M×N), Q˜(u, U)(x) := Q(x, u(x), U(x)),
g˜1 : X˜ → L
p∗′
q′ (Ω;R
M), g˜1(u, U)(x) := g1(x, u(x), U(x)) and
g˜2 : X˜ → L
p∗′
q′ (Ω;R
M), g˜2(u, U)(x) := g2(x, u(x), U(x))
are well dened and ontinuous on
X˜ :=
[
Lq(Ω;RM) ∩ Lp
∗
(Ω;RM)
]
×
[
Lq(Ω;RM×N) ∩ Lp(Ω;RM×N)
]
,
where ||(u, U)||X˜ := ||u||Lq + ||u||Lp∗ + ||U ||Lq + ||U ||Lp .
All three operators map bounded sets onto bounded sets. Furthermore, Q˜ and g˜1
are uniformly ontinuous on bounded subsets of X˜, and g˜2 satises
sup
(u,U)∈W˜
||g˜2(u, U)||Lp∗
′
q′
(Ω\BR(0);RM )
−→
R→∞
0, and
sup
(u,U)∈W˜
sup
E⊂Ω,|E|≤δ
||g˜2(u, U)||Lp∗′
q′
(E;RM )
−→
δց0
0,
(4.6)
for every bounded subset W˜ ⊂ X˜.
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Before moving on to the proofs, we state the main results of this setion. As a
matter of fat, Lemma 3.21, Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8 ombined yield
Theorem 4.4. Let 1 < q ≤ p < N and let Ω be a Lipshitz domain in RN in the
sense of Denition A.5. Let (un) be a bounded sequene in X = W
1,p
0 (Ω;R
M) ∩
W 1,q0 (Ω;R
M) and let
uk(n) = U
0
n + U
1
n + U
2
n + U
3
n + U
4
n
denote a subsequene of un hosen via Lemma 3.21 (with k(n) = k2(k1(k3(n)))),
where U0n , . . . , U
4
n ∈ X are its bounded omponent sequenes with the properties
(a)(e) listed therein. Furthermore, let F : X → X ′ be the operator dened in
(4.1), and assume that (Q:0)(Q:2) and (g:0)(g:2) are satised. Then we have
that [
F (uk(n))− F (U
0
n)
]
+
4∑
i=1
[
F (0)− F (U in)
]
−→
n→∞
0 in X ′. (4.7)
Moreover, if F (un) onverges in X
′
then eah of the ve summands in (4.7)
onverges to zero in X ′.
Theorem 4.4 an be used to haraterize properness of F on bounded subsets of
X as follows:
Theorem 4.5. Let Ω be a Lipshitz domain in RN , let 1 < q ≤ p < N and dene
p∗ = pN
N−p
. Furthermore, let F : X → X ′ denote the operator dened in (4.1) and
assume that (Q:0)(Q:2) and (g:0)(g:2) are satised. Then
(i) F is proper on losed bounded subsets of X
if and only if
(ii) every bounded sequene (un) ⊂ X whih satises
at least one of the ve alternatives below, i.e.,
(a) F (un) onverges in X
′
, and
un is equiintegrable in W
1,p
, W 1,q and Lp
∗
,
(b) F (un)→ F (0) in X
′
, |{un 6= 0}| → 0, and
un is tight in W
1,p
, W 1,q and Lp
∗
,
() F (un)→ F (0) in X
′
, un → 0 in W
1,∞
loc , and |{un 6= 0}| → 0,
(d) F (un)→ F (0) in X
′
, un does not spread out in W
1,q
,
un → 0 in W
1,∞
loc , and un does not onentrate in W
1,p
and Lp
∗
,
or (e) F (un)→ F (0) in X
′
, and un → 0 in W
1,∞
,
has a onvergent subsequene.
Here, the terms "equiintegrable", "does not onetrate", "does not spread out"
and "tight" are meant in the sense of Denition 3.1.
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Proof. By Theorem 4.4, (ii) implies (i) and the onverse impliation is trivial.
Proof of Proposition 4.3. By (Q:1), Q˜ really maps into Lp
′
q′(Ω;R
M×N). Like-
wise, (g:1) ensures that g˜1 and g˜2 are well dened. We only show the uniform
ontinuity of Q˜ on bounded subsets of X˜ . The proof for g˜1 is analogous, the
ontinuity of g˜2 an be dedued from (g:0) and (g:1) using standard arguments,
and (4.6) essentially is a onsequene of the growth ondition on g2 and Hölder's
inequality (the assumption ̺ > 0 in (g:1) is ruial here, as is the deay of h∞ as
|x| → ∞ in ase of the rst limit, f. (4.2) and (4.3)).
Due to (Q:2),
|Q(x, u, U)−Q(x, v, V )| ≤ S1(x)
q−1−αD(x)α + S2(x)
p−1−αD(x)α
for every (u, U), (v, V ) ∈ X˜ , with the abbreviations
S1(x) := C˜
(
|U(x)| + |u(x)|+ |V (x)|+ |v(x)|+ hq(x)
)
,
S2(x) := C˜
(
|U(x)| + |u(x)|
p∗
p + |V (x)|+ |v(x)|
p∗
p + hp(x)
)
and
D(x) := |U(x)− V (x)|+ |u(x)− v(x)|+ |u(x)− v(x)|
p∗
p .
Here, C˜ = C˜(C, q, p, α) ≥ 0 is a suitable onstant. Consequently,
||Q(x, u, U)−Q(x, v, V )||
Lp
′
q′
(Ω;RM×N )
≤
∣∣∣∣(S1(·))q−1−α(D(·))α∣∣∣∣Lq′ + ∣∣∣∣(S2(·))p−1−α(D(·))α∣∣∣∣Lp′
≤ ||S1||
q−1−α
Lq ||D||
α
Lq + ||S2||
p−1−α
Lp ||D||
α
Lp ,
by Hölder's inequality. This implies that Q is globally Hölder ontinuous on every
bounded subset of X˜ sine
||D||Lp + ||D||Lq ≤ 3 ||(u, U)− (v, V )||X˜ ,
where we used that ||u− v||Lr ≤ ||u− v||Lp∗ + ||u− v||Lq for every r ∈ [q, p
∗].
Proof of Theorem 4.4
The proof of Theorem 4.4 is based on the subsequent appliation of Theorem 2.7
and Theorem 2.8, respetively, for the three types of trunation operators dis-
ussed in Setion 3. In partiular, this requires a suitable abstrat setting whih
is laid out below.
As before, let φ
(1)
n , φ
(2)
n , and φ
(3)
n denote the trunation operators on
X = W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M ) ∩W 1,q0 (Ω;R
M)
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introdued in Setion 3. We dene
ψ(j)n : X
′ → Y, ψ(j)n (f)[ϕ] := f [φ
(j)
n (ϕ)], j = 1, 2, 3,
for every f ∈ X ′ and every ϕ ∈ X with ||ϕ||X ≤ 1, where
Y :=
{
f : X ⊃ B1(0)→ R
∣∣∣ ||f ||Y <∞ } ,
with ||f ||Y := sup
{
|f(ϕ)|
∣∣∣ ϕ ∈ B1(0) ⊂ X } ,
is a normed vetor spae. Note that X ′ is isometrially embedded in Y . Hene
the funtion F dened in (4.1) an also be onsidered as a map from X into Y .
Naturally, the losure of the range of F in Y lies in X ′. Aordingly, we dene
D := X and R := X ′.
Last but not least, we deompose
F = F1 + F2 with F1,2 : X → Y , where for every ϕ ∈ X ,
F1(u)[ϕ] :=
∫
Ω
Q(x, u,∇u) : ∇ϕ+ g1(x, u,∇u) · ϕdx and
F2(u)[ϕ] :=
∫
Ω
g2(x, u,∇u) · ϕdx.
Remark 4.6.
(i) Note that ψ
(2)
n and ψ
(3)
n do not map into X ′ due to the lak of linearity of
φ
(2)
n and φ
(3)
n . Our use of Y ompensates for that problem.
(ii) Atually, Y is a Banah spae, but we do not exploit that fat.
In a series of propositions, we now hek the assumptions of Theorem 2.7 and
Theorem 2.8, i.e., (ψ:1), (ψ:2) and (F:0)(F:2), for eah pair φjn, ψ
j
n (j = 1, 2, 3).
Throughout, we assume that Ω ⊂ RN is a Lipshitz domain and 1 < q ≤ p < N .
Proposition 4.7. For every j = 1, 2, 3, the family ψ
(j)
n : X → Y satises (ψ:1)
and (ψ:2). As to the latter, we even have that
ψ(j)n (f) −→
n→∞
f in Y , for every f ∈ X ′. (4.8)
Proof. Eah ψ
(j)
n is linear. Sine all three families φ
(j)
n are equibounded, we infer
(ψ:1). For the proof of (4.8) we argue indiretly. Assume that there is a sequene
(ϕn) ⊂ X with ||ϕn||X ≤ 1 for every n suh that
(f − ψ(j)n [f ])(ϕn) = f [(I − φ
(j)
n )(ϕn)] does not onverge to zero.
However, this is impossible, beause (I − φ
(j)
n )(ϕn) ⇀ 0 weakly in X , for eah j:
Reall that φ
(1)
n (ϕn)−ϕn = 0 on Bn(0) by the denition of φ
(1)
n , that
∣∣{φ(2)n (ϕn)−
ϕn 6= 0}
∣∣ ≤ (C3)pn−p → 0 due to Proposition 3.13, and that φ(3)n (ϕn) − ϕn → 0
in W 1,∞ due to Proposition 3.18.
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Proposition 4.8. Assume that (Q:0)(Q:2) and (g:0)(g:2) hold. Then for j =
1, 2, F = F1+F2 : X → Y satises (F:0) and (F:2) with φn = φ
(j)
n and ψn = ψ
(j)
n .
Proof. Due to Proposition 4.3, we have (F:0) as well as the uniform ontinuity
of F1 on bounded subsets of X as required in (F:2). It remains to show that
sup
w∈W
sup
ϕ∈X, ||ϕ||X≤1
F2(w)[(I − φ
(j)
n )(ϕ)] −→
n→∞
0
for every bounded set W ⊂ X . For a proof, rst reall that (I − φ
(j)
n )[ϕ] is
bounded in X , uniformly in ϕ with ||ϕ||X ≤ 1, due to (φ:1). Combining this
with the rst line of (4.6) yields the assertion in ase j = 1. In ase j = 2, one
employs the seond line of (4.6) instead, as well as (3.20), (3.21) and Hölder's
inequality.
As it turns out in the proof of Theorem 4.4, in ase of the third trunation
method (φn = φ
(3)
n and ψn = ψ
(3)
n ), we need (F:0)(F:2) just for F = F1 (instead
of F = F1 + F2). Essentially, this is due to the "subritial" behavior of F2 with
respet to sequenes onverging to zero in W 1,ploc :
Proposition 4.9. Assume that (Q:0)(Q:2) and (g:0)(g:2) hold, and let Tn be
a bounded sequene in X suh that Tn → 0 in W
1,p
loc and L
p∗
loc. Then [F (Tn) −
F (0)]− [F1(Tn)− F1(0)]→ 0 in X
′
.
Proof. It sues to show that ||g2(·, Tn,∇Tn)− g2(·, 0, 0)||Lp∗′
q′
(Ω)
→ 0 as n→∞,
whih is a onsequene of the rst line in (4.6) and the ontinuity of the Nemytskii
operator g˜2 at 0 (f. Proposition 4.3).
Proposition 4.10. Assume that (Q:0)(Q:2) and (g:0)(g:2) hold. Then F =
F1 : X → Y satises (F:0) and (F:2) with φn = φ
(3)
n and ψn = ψ
(3)
n .
Proof. Due to Proposition 4.3, we have (F:0) as well as the uniform ontinuity
of F1 on bounded subsets of X as required in (F:2).
This leaves us with the proof of (F:1), i.e., the ompatibility of φ
(j)
n and ψ
(j)
n with
respet to F in the sense of (2.4) and (2.5).
Proposition 4.11. Assume that (Q:0)(Q:2) and (g:0)(g:2) hold. Then (F:1)
is satised for F = F1 + F2 : X → Y with φn = φ
(1)
n and ψn = ψ
(1)
n .
Proof. By denition of φ
(1)
n and ψn = ψ
(1)
n , the members of the sequenes on-
sidered in (2.4) and (2.5) are zero for every n ≥ m+ 1.
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Proposition 4.12. Assume that (Q:0)(Q:2) and (g:0)(g:2) hold. Then (F:1)
is satised for F = F1 + F2 : X → Y with φn = φ
(2)
n and ψn = ψ
(2)
n .
Proof. Let W ⊂ X be a bounded set, v, w ∈ W and ϕ ∈ X with ||ϕ||X ≤ 1. We
rst show (2.4). Observe that due to (3.21), the measure of
En = En(w) :=
{
x ∈ Ω
∣∣ (I − φ(2)n )(w)(x) 6= 0 }
onverges to zero as n → ∞, uniformly in w ∈ W . With w(n) := (I − ψ
(2)
n )(w),
we have that∣∣(ψ(2)m F1(v + w(n))− ψ(2)m F1(v)) [ϕ]∣∣
≤
∫
Ω
(∣∣Q(x, v + w(n),∇v +∇w(n))−Q(x, v,∇v)∣∣ ∣∣∇φ(2)m (ϕ)∣∣
+
∣∣g1(x, v + w(n),∇v +∇w(n))− g1(x, v,∇v)∣∣ ∣∣φ(2)m ϕ∣∣) dx
≤ C˜1m
∫
En
(
H0
(
x,
∣∣v + w(n)∣∣, ∣∣∇v +∇w(n)∣∣)+H0(x, ∣∣v∣∣, ∣∣∇v∣∣)
+ I0
(
x,
∣∣v + w(n)∣∣, ∣∣∇v +∇w(n)∣∣)+ I0(x, ∣∣v∣∣, ∣∣∇v∣∣)) dx,
for a onstant C˜1 ≥ 1 independent on n, m, v, w and ϕ, due to (3.19) and the
growth onditions (Q:1) and (g:1), respetively. Hölder's inequality, the ontin-
uous embedding of W 1,p0 into L
p∗
and the equiboundedness of the family φ
(2)
n in
W 1,p and W 1,q entail that∣∣∣∣ψ(2)m F1(v + (I − ψ(2)n )(w))− ψ(2)m F1(v)∣∣∣∣Y
≤ C˜2m
[ (
||w||p−1W 1,p(Ω) + ||v||
p−1
W 1,p(Ω) + 1
)
|En|
1
p
+
(
||w||q−1W 1,q(Ω) + ||v||
q−1
W 1,q(Ω) + 1
)
|En|
1
q
+
(
||w||p
∗−1
W 1,p(Ω) + ||v||
p∗−1
W 1,p(Ω) + 1
)
|En|
1
p∗
]
for a suitable onstant C˜2 ≥ C˜1, whih shows (2.4) for F = F1. The proof for
the general ase F = F1 + F2 is ompletely analogous. For the proof of (2.5),
onsider the set
E˜n = E˜n(ϕ) :=
{
x ∈ Ω
∣∣ (I − φ(2)n )(ϕ)(x) 6= 0 }
and its indiator funtion χE˜n : Ω→ {0, 1}, where ϕ ∈ X is a test funtion. Just
as for En above, we have that
|E˜n(ϕ)| −→
n→∞
0, uniformly in ϕ with ||ϕ||X ≤ 1. (4.9)
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In the following, let
un(x) := χE˜n(x) · φ
(2)
m (w)(x) and Un(x) := χE˜n(x) · ∇φ
(2)
m (w)(x) for x ∈ Ω.
Sine |φ
(2)
m (w)|+ |∇φ
(2)
m (w)| ≤ C0m a.e. on Ω, (4.9) implies that
||un||Lp∗(Ω;RM )∩Lq(Ω;RM ) −→n→∞
0 and ||Un||Lp(Ω;RM×N )∩Lq(Ω;RM×N ) −→n→∞
0, (4.10)
uniformly in w ∈ W and ϕ ∈ B1(0) ⊂ X . Moreover,∣∣((I − ψ(2)n )F1(v + φ(2)m (w))− (I − ψ(2)n )F1(v)) [ϕ]∣∣
≤
∫
Ω
(∣∣Q(x, v + un,∇v + Un)−Q(x, v,∇v)∣∣ ∣∣∇(I − φ(2)n )(ϕ)∣∣
+
∣∣g1(x, v + un,∇v + Un)− g1(x, v,∇v)∣∣ ∣∣(I − φ(2)n )(ϕ)∣∣) dx
≤ C˜3
(
||Q(·, v + un,∇v + Un)−Q(·, v,∇v)||Lp′
q′
+ ||g1(·, v + un,∇v + Un)− g1(·, v,∇v)||Lp∗′
q′
)
||ϕ||W 1,q∩W 1,p ,
with a suitable onstant C˜3, due to Hölders inequality (4.5) (as always r
′ :=
r
r−1
for r ∈ (0,∞)) and the equiboundedness of the φ
(2)
n . Sine the Nemytskii
operators assoiated to Q and g1 are uniformly ontinuous on bounded sets as
shown in Proposition 4.3, (4.10) entails (2.5) for F = F1. This also proves the
general ase F = F1 + F2 sine F2 an be negleted in (2.5) due to (F:2).
Proposition 4.13. Assume that (Q:0)(Q:2) and (g:0)(g:2) hold. Then (F:1)
is satised for F = F1 : X → Y with φn = φ
(3)
n and ψn = ψ
(3)
n .
Proof. Let W ⊂ X be a bounded set, v, w ∈ W and ϕ ∈ X with ||ϕ||X ≤ 1. We
rst show (2.4). Observe that due to (3.28),
|E(ϕ)| ≤ (C3)
qmq, where E(ϕ) :=
{
x ∈ Ω | φ(3)m (ϕ)(x) 6= 0
}
, (4.11)
for every ϕ with ||ϕ||X ≤ 1. Below, we use the abbreviations
un(x) = un(x, ϕ, w,m) := χE(ϕ)(x) · (I − φ
(3)
n )(w)(x) and
Un(x) = Un(x, ϕ, w,m) := χE(ϕ)(x) · ∇[(I − φ
(3)
n )(w)](x),
for x ∈ Ω, where χE(ϕ) : Ω → {0, 1} is the indiator funtion of E(ϕ). Sine by
(3.26), (I − φ
(3)
n )(w)→ 0 in W 1,∞, uniformly in w ∈ W , (4.11) implies that
||un||Lp∗(Ω;RM )∩Lq(Ω;RM ) −→n→∞
0 and ||Un||Lp(Ω;RM×N )∩Lq(Ω;RM×N ) −→n→∞
0, (4.12)
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uniformly in w ∈ W and ϕ ∈ B1(0) ⊂ X . Moreover,∣∣ψ(3)m (F1(v + (I − φ(3)n )(w)))[ϕ]− ψ(3)m (F1(v))[ϕ]∣∣
≤
∫
Ω
(∣∣Q(x, v + un,∇v + Un)−Q(x, v,∇v)∣∣ ∣∣∇φ(3)m (ϕ)∣∣
+
∣∣g1(x, v + un,∇v + Un)− g1(x, v,∇v)∣∣ ∣∣φ(3)m (ϕ)∣∣) dx
≤ C˜1
(
||Q(·, v + un,∇v + Un)−Q(·, v,∇v)||Lp′
q′
+ ||g1(·, v + un,∇v + Un)− g1(·, v,∇v)||Lp∗
′
q′
)
||ϕ||W 1,q∩W 1,p ,
with a suitable onstant C˜1, due to Hölders inequality (4.5) (as always r
′ := r
r−1
for r ∈ (0,∞)) and the boundedness of φ
(3)
m . Sine the Nemytskii operators
assoiated to Q and g1 are uniformly ontinuous on bounded sets as shown in
Proposition 4.3, (4.12) entails (2.5) for F = F1.
For the proof of (2.5), onsider the set
E˜(w) :=
{
x ∈ Ω | φ(3)m (w)(x) 6= 0
}
and its indiator funtion χE˜(w) : Ω→ {0, 1}. To simpliy notation, we dene
w[m] := φ(3)m (w), whene w
[m] ∈ W [m] := φ(3)m (W ) ⊂ X.
For F = F1, the expression on the left hand side of (2.5) an be estimated es
follows:∣∣((I − ψ(3)n )F1(v + w[m])− (I − ψ(3)n )F1(v)) [ϕ]∣∣
≤
∫
E˜(w)
(∣∣Q(x, v + w[m],∇v +∇w[m])−Q(x, v,∇v)∣∣ ∣∣∇(I − φ(3)n )(ϕ)∣∣
+
∣∣g1(x, v + w[m],∇v +∇w[m])− g1(x, v,∇v)∣∣ ∣∣(I − φ(3)n )(ϕ)∣∣) dx
≤ C0
1
n
∫
E˜(w)
(
H0
(
x,
∣∣v + w[m]∣∣, ∣∣∇v +∇w[m]∣∣)+H0(x, ∣∣v∣∣, ∣∣∇v∣∣)
+ I0
(
x,
∣∣v + w[m]∣∣, ∣∣∇v +∇w[m]∣∣)+ I0(x, ∣∣v∣∣, ∣∣∇v∣∣)) dx,
due to (3.26) and the growth onditions (Q:1) and (g:1), respetively. Sine
|E˜(w)| ≤ (C3)
qmq ||w||qX due to (3.28) and both W and W
[m]
are bounded in X
(the latter beause φ
(3)
m is bounded), this shows (2.4) for F = F1.
Having olleted all preliminaries of Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8, we onlude
the setion with the proof of its main result.
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Proof of Theorem 4.4. Assume that (un) ⊂ X is a bounded sequene suh
that F (un) onverges in X
′
(or, equivalently, in Y ). If F (un) does not onverge,
the orresponding assertion an be obtained using Theorem 2.7 instead of Theo-
rem 2.8 below; the preise argument for this ase is analogous to the one arried
out in the proof of Theorem 5.2. Reall that k1(n), k2(n) and k3(n) denote
the subsequenes obtained in Lemma 3.21, that k(n) = k2(k1(k3(n))) and that
U0n . . . , U
4
n denote the summands of uk(n) dened in (3.39). By (3.40) (in ase
(i) in Lemma 3.21), Theorem 2.8 is appliable to the sequene vn := uk2(n), with
φn = φ
(2)
n and ψn = ψ
(2)
n . Thus
F
(
uk2(n)
)
− F
(
φ(2)n (uk2(n))
)
−→
n→∞
0 and
F
(
0
)
− F
(
(I − φ(2)n )(uk2(n))
)
−→
n→∞
0
(4.13)
in Y (and hene in X ′). Repeating the argument with the families φn = φ
(1)
n and
ψn = ψ
(1)
n ,
for vn := φ
(2)
k1(n)
(
uk2(k1(n))
)
(f. ase (ii) in Lemma 3.21), and
for vn := (I − φ
(2)
k1(n)
)
(
uk2(k1(n))
)
(f. ase (iii)), respetively,
the limits in (4.13) deompose further and we infer that
F (uk(n))− F (U
0
n) −→
n→∞
0, F (0)− F (U jn) −→
n→∞
0 for j = 1, 2, and
F (0)− F (Vn) −→
n→∞
0, where Vn :=
[
(I − φ(1)n ) ◦ φ
(2)
k1(n)
]
(uk2(k1(n))).
Due to Proposition 4.9, the previous line is equivalent to
F1(0)− F1(Vn) −→
n→∞
0, (4.14)
sine Vn → 0 in W
1,∞
loc (in the sense of Remark 3.22 (ii), to be preise). Again
by Theorem 2.8, this time applied to the sequene vn := Vk3(n) with φn = φ
(3)
n ,
ψn = ψ
(3)
n and F = F1, (4.14) turns into
F1(0)− F1(U
3
n) −→
n→∞
0 and F1(0)− F1(U
4
n) −→
n→∞
0.
Invoking Proposition 4.9 one more, we obtain the remaining two limits of the
assertion. Here, note that U4n → 0 inW
1,∞
by (3.26), and thus U3n = Vk3(n)−U
4
n →
0 in W 1,∞loc .
5 Variational problems
In Theorem 4.4, we observed that the nonlinear operator F behaves asymptot-
ially additive with respet to the deomposition of a sequene un obtained in
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Lemma 3.21. If the system (4.1) in the previous setion has variational stru-
ture, i.e., if F (u)[ϕ] is the rst derivative of a funtional E at u in diretion ϕ
for every suh test funtion, it is natural to ask whether the energy exhibits the
same behavior. Theorem 5.2 below answers this question in the armative. In
the following, we onsider a funtional
E(u) :=
∫
Ω
W (x, u,∇u) dx, E : X → R,
with X := W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M) ∩W 1,q0 (Ω;R
M),
(5.1)
where 1 < q ≤ p <∞ are xed and
W = W1 +W2 with two Carathéodory funtions
W1,W2 : Ω× R
M × RM×N → R.
(W:0)
Below, we use the abbreviations
H˜α(x, s, t) := C
(
hq(x) + s+ t
)q−α
+ C
(
hp(x) + s
p∗
p + t
)p−α
,
J˜̺(x, s, t) := |h∞(x)|
(
s+ t
)q
+ |hq(x)|
̺ (hq(x) + s+ t)q−̺
+ |hp∗(x)|
̺ (hp∗(x) + s+ t
p
p∗ )p
∗−̺.
(5.2)
for arbitrary s, t ≥ 0, α ∈ [0, 1] and ̺ ∈ (0, 1]. Here, C > 0 is a onstant,
p∗ := pN
N−p
is the ritial Sobolev exponent and hq, hp, hp∗ and h∞ are xed
nonnegative funtions as dened in (4.3) in Setion 4. In addition to (W:0), we
assume the growth onditions
|W1(x, µ, ξ)| ≤ H˜0(x, |µ| , |ξ|) and
|W2(x, µ, ξ)| ≤ J˜̺(x, |µ| , |ξ|) for a ̺ ∈ (0, 1]
(W:1)
and Hölder ontinuity of W1 in the last two variables:
There is an α ∈ (0, 1] suh that
|W1(x, µ1, ξ1)−W1(x, µ2, ξ2)|
≤ H˜α(x, |µ1|+ |µ2| , |ξ1|+ |ξ2|)
(
|µ1 − µ2|+ |µ1 − µ2|
p∗
p + |ξ1 − ξ2|
)α
.
(W:2)
Here, x ∈ Ω, µ, µ1, µ2 ∈ R
M
and ξ, ξ1, ξ2 ∈ R
M×N
are arbitrary. As a onsequene
of (W:0)(W:2) we have
Proposition 5.1. Let Ω ⊂ RN be open, 1 < q ≤ p < N and p∗ = pN
N−p
, and
assume that (W:0)(W:2) are satised. Then the Nemytskii operators
W˜j : X˜ → L
1(Ω), W˜j(u, U)(x) := Wj(x, u(x), U(x)) (j = 1, 2)
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are well dened and ontinuous on
X˜ :=
[
Lq(Ω;RM) ∩ Lp
∗
(Ω;RM)
]
×
[
Lq(Ω;RM×N) ∩ Lp(Ω;RM×N)
]
,
Both operators map bounded sets onto bounded sets. Furthermore, W˜1 is uni-
formly ontinuous on bounded subsets of X˜, and W˜2 satises
sup
(u,U)∈B˜
∫
Ω\BR(0)
∣∣W2(x, u, U)∣∣ dx −→
R→∞
0, and
sup
(u,U)∈B˜
sup
E⊂Ω,|E|≤δ
∫
E
∣∣W2(x, u, U)∣∣ dx −→
δց0
0,
(5.3)
for every bounded subset B˜ ⊂ X˜.
Proof. Apart from obvious modiations, this is the same as the proof of Propo-
sition 4.3. We omit the details.
Lemma 3.21 ombined with Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8, respetively, leads to
Theorem 5.2. Let 1 < q ≤ p < N and let Ω be a Lipshitz domain in RN in the
sense of Denition A.5. Let (un) be a bounded sequene in X = W
1,p
0 (Ω;R
M) ∩
W 1,q0 (Ω;R
M) and let
uk(n) = U
0
n + U
1
n + U
2
n + U
3
n + U
4
n
denote a subsequene of un hosen via Lemma 3.21 (with k(n) = k2(k1(k3(n)))),
where U0n , . . . , U
4
n ∈ X are its bounded omponent sequenes with the properties
(a)(e) listed therein. Furthermore, let E : X → R be the funtional dened in
(5.1), and assume that (W:0)(W:2) are satised. Then we have that
[
W(uk(n))−W(U
0
n)
]
+
4∑
i=1
[
W(0)−W(U in)
]
−→
n→∞
0 in L1(Ω), (5.4)
where W(v) := W (·, v,∇v) ∈ L1(Ω) for arbitrary v ∈ X. In partiular,
[
E(uk(n))− E(U
0
n)
]
+
4∑
i=1
[
E(0)−E(U i)
]
−→
n→∞
0 in R.
If W(un) onverges in L
1(Ω), then eah of the ve summands in (5.4) onverges
to zero.
Remark 5.3. If both Theorem 4.4 (with a suitable F , for instane the Fréhet
derivative DE of E) and Theorem 5.2 (with a suitable E) are appliable to a
bounded sequene (un) ⊂ X , it is lear that the same subsequene uk(n) and
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the same deomposition thereof an be used in both results simultaneously. The
hoie of uk(n) and its omponent sequenes U
0
n, . . . , U
4
n, being due to Lemma 3.21,
only depends on the sequene un and the trunations operators involved, but not
on F or E. For the same reason, one xed deomposition of uk(n) an be used
even if multiple (possibly innitely many) operators F and funtionals E are
involved.
Proof of Theorem 5.2
We follow the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.4 with dierent maps ψn. Again,
we rst lay out a suitable abstrat setting. We onsider the map
W : D → R, with D := X = (W 1,p0 ∩W
1,q
0 )(Ω;R
M) and R := Y := L1(Ω).
For eah family of trunation operators φ
(j)
n (j = 1, 2, 3) dened in Setion 3,
the orresponding maps ψ
(j)
n : L1(Ω) → L1(Ω) are dened as follows: For every
v ∈ L1(Ω), every n ∈ N and every x ∈ Ω let
ψ(1)n (v)(x) := ν(|x| − n) · v(x), (5.5)
where ν : R → [0, 1] is the smooth noninreasing funtion introdued in Deni-
tion 3.8. (Hene ψ
(1)
n and φ
(1)
n are the same map operating on dierent spaes.)
Moreover, let
ψ(2)n (v)(x) := ηn(v(x)), (5.6)
ψ(3)n (v)(x) := v(x)− η1/n(v(x)), (5.7)
where ηλ : R→ R is the trunation of a salar at height λ dened in Lemma 3.4.
For later use, note that ηλ : R→ R is globally Lipshitz ontinuous:
|ηλ(t1)− ηλ(t2)| ≤ |t1 − t2| , for every t1, t2 ∈ R and every λ ∈ (0,∞). (5.8)
Last but not least, we write W =W1 +W2, where
W1(u) := W1(·, u,∇u) ∈ L
1(Ω) and W2(u) := W2(·, u,∇u) ∈ L
1(Ω).
The propositions below provide the preliminaries of Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8
in the present setting, i.e., (ψ:1), (ψ:2) and (F:0)(F:2). Throughout, we assume
that Ω ⊂ RN is a Lipshitz domain and 1 < q ≤ p <∞.
Proposition 5.4. For every j = 1, 2, 3, the family ψ
(j)
n : L1(Ω)→ L1(Ω) satises
(ψ:1) and (ψ:2). As to the latter, we even have that
ψ(j)n (f) −→
n→∞
f in L1(Ω), for every xed f ∈ L1(Ω). (5.9)
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Proof. The maps ψ
(1)
n are linear and equibounded by denition. For j = 2, 3,
eah ψ
(j)
n is globally Lipshitz ontinuous with onstant 1 as a onsequene of
(5.8). Moreover, for j = 1, 2, 3, we have that |ψ
(j)
n (f)(x)| ≤ |f(x)| and that
ψ
(j)
n (f)(x)→ f(x) for a.e. x ∈ Ω, due to the denitions of ψ
(j)
n . This implies (5.9)
by dominated onvergene.
Proposition 5.5. Assume that (W:0)(W:2) hold. Then for j = 1, 2, F˜ : X →
L1(Ω), F˜ := W = W1 + W2, satises (F:0) and (F:2) with φn = φ
(j)
n and
ψn = ψ
(j)
n .
Proof. Due to Proposition 5.1, we have (F:0) and the uniform ontinuity of W1
on bounded subsets of X . Now x a bounded set S ⊂ X . The rst line in (5.3)
implies that∥∥[(I − ψ(1)n ) ◦W](w)− [(I − ψ(1)n ) ◦W1](w)∥∥L1(Ω)
≤
∫
Ω\Bn(0)
|W2(x, w,∇w)| dx −→
n→∞
0, uniformly in w ∈ S,
whih onludes the proof of (F:2) for j = 1. For j = 2, we onsider the set
Tˆn = Tˆn(w) := { x ∈ Ω : |W(w)(x)| > n or |W1(w)(x)| > n } ,
where w ∈ S. Observe that
|Tˆn| ≤
1
n
(
||W(w)||L1 + ||W1(w)||L1
)
−→
n→∞
0, uniformly in w ∈ S, (5.10)
sine the images W1(S) and W(S) are bounded in L
1(Ω). Due to (5.8), we have
the estimate ∥∥[(I − ψ(2)n ) ◦W](w)− [(I − ψ(2)n ) ◦W1](w)∥∥L1(Ω)
=
∫
Tˆn
∣∣(I − ηn)(W(w)(x))− (I − ηn)(W1(w)(x))∣∣ dx
≤ 2
∫
Tˆn
|W2(x, w,∇w)| dx.
As a onsequene of the seond line in (5.3), the last integral above onverges to
zero, uniformly in w ∈ S.
Proposition 4.9 and Proposition 4.10 in the previous setion are replaed as fol-
lows:
Proposition 5.6. Assume (W:0)(W:2), and let Tn be a bounded sequene in X
suh that Tn → 0 inW
1,p
loc and L
p∗
loc. Then [W(Tn)−W(0)]−[W1(Tn)−W1(0)]→ 0
in X ′.
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Proof. It sues to show that ||W2(·, Tn,∇Tn)−W2(·, 0, 0)||L1(Ω) → 0 as n →
∞, whih is a onsequene of the rst line in (5.3) and the ontinuity of the
Nemytskii operator W˜2 at 0 (f. Proposition 5.1).
Proposition 5.7. Assume that (W:0)(W:2) hold. Then F˜ := W1 : X → R
satises (F:0) and (F:2) with φn = φ
(3)
n and ψn = ψ
(3)
n .
Proof. Due to Proposition 5.1, we have (F:0) as well as the uniform ontinuity
of F˜1 :=W1 = F˜ on bounded subsets of X as required in (F:2).
This leaves us with the proof of (F:1), i.e., the ompatibility of φ
(j)
n and ψ
(j)
n with
respet to W (or W1, in ase j = 3) in the sense of (2.4) and (2.5).
Proposition 5.8. Assume that (W:0)(W:2) hold. Then (F:1) is satised for
F˜ : X → L1(Ω), F˜ :=W =W1 +W2, with φn = φ
(1)
n and ψn = ψ
(1)
n .
Proof. By denition of φ
(1)
n and ψn = ψ
(1)
n , the members of the sequenes on-
sidered in (2.4) and (2.5) are zero for every n ≥ m+ 1.
Proposition 5.9. Assume that (W:0)(W:2) hold. Then (F:1) is satised for
F˜ : X → L1(Ω), F˜ :=W =W1 +W2, with φn = φ
(2)
n and ψn = ψ
(2)
n .
Proof. Let S ⊂ X be a bounded set, let v, w ∈ S and x m ∈ N. First observe
that the measure of Tn = Tn(w) := {x ∈ Ω | (I − φ
(2)
n )(w)(x) 6= 0} onverges to
zero as n→∞ uniformly in w ∈ S, due to (3.21). Hene∥∥(ψ(2)m ◦W)(v + (I − φ(2)n )(w))− (ψ(2)m ◦W)(v)∥∥L1(Ω)
=
∫
Tn
∣∣ηm(W(v + (I − φ(2)n )(w))(x))− ηm(W(v)∣∣ dx ≤ 2m |Tn| −→
n→∞
0,
uniformly in v, w ∈ S, whih shows (2.4) for F˜ = W. Next, we prove (2.5) for
F˜ =W1. Consider the set
T˜n = T˜n(v, w) :=
{
x ∈ Ω
∣∣ |W1(v + φ(2)m (w))(x)| > n or |W1(v)(x)| > n}
and its indiator funtion χT˜n . Sine W1 maps bounded subsets of X onto
bounded sets in L1(Ω), we have that
|T˜n| −→
n→∞
0, uniformly in v, w ∈ S. (5.11)
To shorten notation in the following, we dene
un(x) := χT˜n(x) · φ
(2)
m (w)(x) and Un(x) := χT˜n(x) · ∇φ
(2)
m (w)(x) for x ∈ Ω.
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Sine |φ
(2)
m (w)|+ |∇φ
(2)
m (w)| ≤ C0m a.e. on Ω, (5.11) implies that
||un||Lp∗(Ω;RM )∩Lq(Ω;RM ) −→n→∞
0 and ||Un||Lp(Ω;RM×N )∩Lq(Ω;RM×N ) −→n→∞
0, (5.12)
uniformly in v, w ∈ S. Moreover,∥∥(I − ψ(2)n )[W1(v + φ(2)m (w))]− (I − ψ(2)n )[W1(v)]∥∥L1(Ω)
=
∫
T˜n
∣∣(I − ηn)[W1(v + φ(2)m (w))(x)]− (I − ηn)[W1(v)(x)]∣∣ dx
≤ 2
∫
Ω
∣∣W1(x, v + un,∇v + Un)−W1(x, v,∇v)∣∣ dx,
due to (5.8). By the uniform ontinuity of the Nemytskii operator assoiated to
W1 on bounded sets as shown in Proposition 5.1, (5.12) entails (2.5) for F˜ =W1.
Using (F:2), we infer (2.5) for F˜ =W.
Proposition 5.10. Assume that (W:0)(W:2) hold. Then (F:1) is satised for
F˜ :=W1 : X → L
1(Ω), with φn = φ
(3)
n and ψn = ψ
(3)
n .
Proof. Let S ⊂ X be a bounded set, let v, w ∈ S and x m ∈ N. First observe
that the measure of T (w) := {x ∈ Ω | φ
(3)
m (w)(x) 6= 0} is bounded uniformly in
w ∈ S (for xed m), due to (3.29). Hene∥∥(I − ψ(3)n )[W1(v + φ(3)m (w))]− (I − ψ(3)n )[W1(v)]∥∥L1(Ω)
=
∫
T (w)
∣∣η1/n[W1(v + φ(3)m (w))(x)]− η1/n[W1(v)(x)]∣∣ dx
≤ 2
1
n
|T (w)| −→
n→∞
0, uniformly in w ∈ S,
whih shows (2.5) for F˜ =W1. Next, we prove (2.4), onsider the set
T˜n :=
{
x ∈ Ω
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣W1(v + (I − φ(3)n )(w))(x)∣∣ > 1m or
∣∣W1(v)(x)∣∣ > 1
m
}
,
(T˜n = T˜n(v, w)) and its indiator funtion χT˜n : Ω→ {0, 1}. We have that∣∣T˜n∣∣ ≤ m (∥∥W1(v + (I − φ(3)n )(w))∥∥L1 + ∥∥W1(v)∥∥L1) ≤ 2mC, (5.13)
where C > 0 is a onstant independent of n ∈ N and v, w ∈ S. Here, reall that
S is bounded, the family φ
(3)
n is equibounded, and W1 maps bounded sets onto
bounded set, f. Proposition 5.1. In the following, let
un(x) := χT˜n(x) ·
(
I − φ(3)n
)
(w)(x) and Un(x) := χT˜n(x) · ∇
[(
I − φ(3)n
)
(w)
]
(x).
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Combining (5.13) and (3.26), we infer that
||un||[Lp∗∩Lq](Ω;RM ) −→n→∞
0 and ||Un||[Lp∩Lq ](Ω;RM×N ) −→n→∞
0, (5.14)
uniformly in v, w ∈ S. Moreover,∥∥∥ψ(3)m [W1(v + (I − φ(3)n )(w))]− ψ(3)m [W1(v)]∥∥∥
L1(Ω)
=
∫
Ω
∣∣∣(I − η1/m)[W1(x, v + un,∇v + Un)]− (I − η1/m)[W1(x, v,∇v)]∣∣∣ dx
≤ 2
∫
Ω
∣∣∣W1(x, v + un,∇v + Un)−W1(x, v,∇v)∣∣∣ dx
due to (5.8). By the uniform ontinuity of the Nemytskii operator assoiated to
W1 on bounded sets as shown in Proposition 5.1, (5.14) entails (2.4) for F˜ =
W1.
Having olleted all preliminaries of Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8, we onlude
the setion with the proof of its main result.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let (un) ⊂ X be a bounded sequene. We only show
(5.4), with the help of Theorem 2.7. IfW(un) onverges in L
1(Ω), the onvergene
of eah summand of the sequene in (5.4) an be obtained using Theorem 2.8
instead, losely following the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.4. Reall that
k1(n), k2(n) and k3(n) denote the subsequenes obtained in Lemma 3.21, that
k(n) = k2(k1(k3(n))) and that U
0
n . . . , U
4
n denote the summands of uk(n) dened in
(3.39). By (3.40), Theorem 2.7 is appliable to the sequene vn with the families
φn = φ
(i)
n and ψn = ψ
(i)
n , where
i = 2 and vn := uk2(n) (f. ase (i) in Lemma 3.21),
i = 1 and vn := φ
(2)
k1(n)
(
uk2(k1(n))
)
(f. ase (ii)), and
i = 1 and vn := (I − φ
(2)
k1(n)
)
(
uk2(k1(n))
)
(f. ase (iii)),
respetively. Thus we infer that[
W(uk(n))−W(U
0
n)
]
+
[
W(0)−W(U1n)
]
+
[
W(0)−W(U2n)
]
+
[
W(0)−W(Vk3(n))
]
−→
n→∞
0,
(5.15)
where V 3m :=
[
(I − φ
(1)
m ) ◦ φ
(2)
k1(m)
]
(uk2(k1(m))) for m ∈ N. Moreover,[
W1
(
V 3k3(n)
)
−W1
(
U3n
)]
+
[
W1(0)−W1
(
U4n
)]
−→
n→∞
0, (5.16)
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due to Theorem 2.7, this time applied to the sequene vn := Vk3(n) with φn = φ
(3)
n ,
ψn = ψ
(3)
n and F˜ = W1 (f. ase (iv) in Lemma 3.21). Finally, as a onsequene
of Proposition 4.9, we may replae W1 with W in 5.16, sine V
3
k3(n)
→ 0 in W 1,∞loc
(in the sense of Remark 3.22 (ii), to be preise), U4n → 0 in W
1,∞
by (3.26), and
thus U3n = Vk3(n) − U
4
n → 0 in W
1,∞
loc . Hene (5.16) turns into[
W
(
V 3k3(n)
)
−W
(
U3n
)]
+
[
W(0)−W
(
U4n
)]
−→
n→∞
0. (5.17)
The assertion is a onsequene of (5.15) and (5.17) ombined.
6 Quasilinear systems in W 2,p with p > N
In this setion, we reover a haraterization of properness obtained in [23℄ for
Ω = RN and in [13℄ for exterior domains with boundary of lass C2), namely that
properness is equivalent to "properness at 0" for ellipti operators. Moreover,
we generalize it to domains with boundary of lass C2, inluding the ase of
unbounded boundary. This is possible sine our approah allows us to avoid the
limit problems used in [23℄ and [13℄ whih are hard to dene in general if Ω is
unbounded but not an exterior domain. For the same reason, we do not need
well dened limits, asymptoti periodiity or similar properties of the oeient
funtions as |x| → ∞ (x ∈ Ω). As in [23℄ and [13℄ we onsider a map
F : X → Lp(Ω;RM), with X := W 2,p(Ω;RM) ∩W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M),
F (u) := −
N∑
α,β=1
Aαβ(·, u,∇u) ∂
2
αβu+ b(·, u,∇u).
(6.1)
Here, Ω ⊂ RN , p > N ,
Aαβ : Ω× R
M × RM×N → RM×M is a Carathéodory funtion, (A:0)
and for every µ ∈ RM , ξ ∈ RM×N and for a.e. x ∈ Ω,
b(x, µ, ξ) = b0(x, µ, ξ) · µ+B(x, µ, ξ) : ξ + b(x, 0, 0), where
b0 : Ω× R
M × RM×N → RM×M and B : Ω× RM × RM×N → RM×(M×N)
are Carathéodory funtions and b(·, 0, 0) ∈ Lp(Ω;RM).
(b:0)
In the rst line of (b:0), · and : denote the eulidean salar produts in RM and
R
M×N
, respetively. Our growth onditions are
|Aαβ(x, µ, ξ)| ≤ f(|µ|+ |ξ|), (A:1)
|b0(x, µ, ξ)| ≤ f(|µ|+ |ξ|) and |B(x, µ, ξ)| ≤ f(|µ|+ |ξ|), (b:1)
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for every α, β ∈ {1, . . . , N}, µ ∈ RM and ξ ∈ RM×N and a.e. x ∈ Ω where
f : [0,∞)→ [1,∞) is an inreasing funtion. (6.2)
Moreover, we assume that the Aαβ , b0 and B are "equiontinuous bundle maps"
(this is the terminology used in [23℄ and [13℄, apart from the fat that we do not
assume ontinuity in x whih does not ome in until later), i.e., the family
(Aαβ(x, ·, ·))x∈Ω is equiontinuous at every point in R
M × RM×N , (A:2)
and the families
(b0(x, ·, ·))x∈Ω and (B(x, ·, ·))x∈Ω are equiontinuous
at every point in R
M × RM×N .
(b:2)
We do not need stronger growth onditions for large values of µ or ξ, beause
X is ontinuously embedded in W 1,∞(Ω;RM), even in the Hölder spae C1,α(Ω)
with α = 1 − N/p, at least as long as the boundary of Ω is suiently smooth,
a Lipshitz domain for instane. Here, reall that on unbounded domains, the
Hölder norm is dened as
||u||C0,α(Ω) := sup
{
|u(x)− u(y)|
|x− y|α
∣∣∣∣ x, y ∈ Ω, x 6= y, |x− y| ≤ 1
}
+ ||u||C0(Ω)
As a onsequene of our assumptions, we have uniform ontinuity of the orre-
sponding Nemytskii operators on bounded sets:
Proposition 6.1. Let p ∈ (N,∞) and assume that (A:0)(A:2) and (b:0)(b:2)
are satised. Then the Nemytskii operators
A˜αβ : X˜ → L
∞(Ω;RM×M), A˜αβ(u, U)(x) := Aαβ(x, u(x), U(x)),
b˜ : X˜ → Lp(Ω;RM), b˜(u, U)(x) := b(x, u(x), U(x))
are well dened and map bounded sets onto bounded sets. Moreover, they are
uniformly ontinuous on bounded subsets of X˜. Here,
X˜ :=
[
Lp(Ω;RM) ∩ L∞(Ω;RM)
]
×
[
Lp(Ω;RM×N) ∩ L∞(Ω;RM×N)
]
,
with norm ||(u, U)||X˜ := ||u||Lp + ||u||L∞ + ||U ||Lp + ||U ||L∞ .
Proofs are olleted at the end of this setion. In the present framework, the
abstrat result, Theorem 2.8, leads to
Theorem 6.2. Let p > N and let Ω ⊂ RN be a domain whih is suiently
smooth suh that W 2,p(Ω) is ontinuously embedded in W 1,∞(Ω). Moreover, let
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F be the operator dened in (6.1) and assume that (A:0)(A:2) and (b:0)(b:2)
are satised. Then
(i) F is proper on losed bounded subsets of X
if and only if
(ii) every bounded sequene (un) ⊂ X suh that
(a) F (un) onverges in L
p(Ω;RM) and
un is tight in W
2,p(Ω;RM)
or (b) F (un)→ F (0) in L
p(Ω;RM) and for every R > 0
there exists an n0 ∈ N suh that un(x) = 0
for every x ∈ BR(0) ∩ Ω and every n ≥ n0
has a subsequene whih onverges in X.
Here, "tight" is meant in the sense of Denition 3.1.
As a matter of fat, we are always able to nd a onvergent subsequene of every
bounded sequene of type (a) in Theorem 6.2 if we assume that the leading part
of F is ellipti in the following sense:
det
( N∑
α,β=1
ηαηβAαβ(x, µ, ξ)
)
≥ γ(x, µ, ξ) |η|2M ,
where γ : Ω× RM × RM×N → (0,∞) is ontinuous,
(A:3)
for every η = (ηα) ∈ R
N
, µ ∈ RM , ξ ∈ RM×N and a.e. x ∈ Ω. Here, note that the
assumption on γ implies that γ is bounded from below by a positive onstant on
every ompat subset of Ω× RM × RM×N . We also need that
Aαβ : Ω× R
M × RM×N → RM×M is ontinuous, (A:4)
as well as some additional regularity of the boundary of Ω, f. (6.3) below. We
exploit (A:3) and (A:4) in form of the following a priori estimate for linear ellipti
systems with ontinuous oeients:
Lemma 6.3 (f. Theorem 17 in [17℄). Assume (A:3) and (A:4), and let Ωk ⊂ Ω
be a bounded subdomain with boundary of lass C2. Then for every xed v ∈
C1(Ωk;R
M) and every w ∈ W 2,p(Ωk;R
M) ∩W 1,p0 (Ωk;R
M) we have that
||w||W 2,p(Ωk;RM ) ≤ C
(∥∥A˜(v)w∥∥
Lp(Ωk ;RM )
+ ||w||Lp(Ωk;RM )
)
,
where A˜(v)w :=
N∑
α,β=1
Aαβ(·, v,∇v)∂
2
αβw.
Here, C ≥ 0 is a onstant whih depends on v, Ωk and Aαβ but not on w.
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In view of Lemma 6.3, we are lead to study domains Ω of the following type:
Ω =
⋃
k∈NΩk, where (Ωk)k∈N is a sequene of subdomains
with boundary of lass C2 suh that every bounded subset B ⊂ Ω
is ontained in Ωk0 for a suitable k0 = k0(B) ∈ N, and
Ωk ⊂ Bk(0) ∩ Ωk+1 and ∂Ωk ∩ Bk− 1
2
(0) ⊂ ∂Ω, for every k.
(6.3)
This leads to a haraterization of properness for ellipti operators:
Corollary 6.4. Let p > N and let Ω ⊂ RN be a domain whih is suiently
smooth suh that W 2,p(Ω) is ontinuously embedded in W 1,∞(Ω) and whih sat-
ises (6.3). Moreover, let F be the operator dened in (6.1) and assume that
(A:0)(A:4) and (b:0)(b:2) are valid. Then the following three statements are
equivalent:
(i) F is proper on losed bounded subsets of X.
(ii) Every bounded sequene (un) ⊂ X suh that
F (un)→ F (0) in L
p(Ω) and
for every R > 0 there exists an n0 ∈ N suh that
un = 0 on BR(0) ∩ Ω for every n ≥ n0
has a onvergent subsequene.
(iii) Every bounded sequene (un) ⊂ X suh that
F (un)→ F (0) in L
p(Ω) and un ⇀ 0 weakly in X
has a onvergent subsequene.
Remark 6.5. If Ω = RN and the oeient funtions of F are asymptotially
periodi (as |x| → ∞), the equivalene of (i) and (iii) was shown in Theorem 6.5
in [23℄ (see also Theorem 5.7 in [13℄). Also note that the haraterization given
in (ii) is easier to hek than (iii), sine it provides a stronger assumption on
the sequene: every bounded sequene of funtions whih eventually leaves every
bounded subset of Ω as in (ii) onverges to zero weakly in X , but the onverse
does not hold in general.
Proofs of Proposition 6.1, Theorem 6.2 and Corollary 6.4
Proof of Proposition 6.1. In view of (A:0), (A:1), (b:0) and (b:1) it is lear
that A˜αβ and b˜ are well dened. Now onsider a bounded set W ⊂ X˜ . First, we
laim that A˜αβ is uniformly ontinuous on W . There is a ompat set K ⊂ R
M ×
R
M×M
suh that for every (u, U) ∈ W , (u(x), U(x)) ∈ K for a.e. x ∈ Ω. Moreover,
(A:0) and (A:2) imply that the family (b(x, ·, ·))x∈Ω is uniformly equiontinuous
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on every ompat subset of K ⊂ RM ×RM×M , i.e., for every ε > 0 there exists a
δ > 0 suh that
|Aαβ(x, µ1, ξ1)−Aαβ(x, µ2, ξ2)| <
ε
2
whenever (µ1, ξ1), (µ2, ξ2) ∈ K and |(µ1, ξ1)− (µ2, ξ2)| < δ,
(6.4)
for a.e. x ∈ Ω, f. Lemma 2.5(i) in [13℄. Sine the range of all funtions in W is
ontained in K, (6.4) entails the assertion. Analogously, the Nemytskii operators
assoiated to b0 and B, i.e.,
b˜0 : X˜ → L
∞(Ω;RM) and B˜ : X˜ → L∞(Ω;RM×N)
are uniformly ontinuous on W . By (b:0), this entails the uniform ontinuity of
b˜ on W .
Proof of Theorem 6.2. First observe that "only if" is trivial. We obtain the
onverse impliation with the aid of Theorem 2.8. For that purpose dene R :=
Y := Lp(Ω;RM) and let φ
(1)
n : W 2,p(Ω;RM) → W 2,p(Ω;RM) be the operators
introdued in Denition 3.8 whih ut o the outer regions of Ω. The φ
(1)
n form a
family of trunation operators on X due to Proposition 3.9. Here, note that φ
(1)
n
maps the losed subspae X = W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M) ∩W 2,p(Ω;RM) ⊂W 2,p(Ω;RM) onto
itself. Moreover, let ψn : L
p(Ω;RM) → Lp(Ω;RM) denote the same operators,
now onsidered as an endomorphism of Lp(Ω;RM). The family ψn satises (ψ:1),
and in plae of (ψ:2), we even have the stronger property
ψn(h)→ h in L
p(Ω;RM), for every xed h ∈ Lp(Ω;RM).
Due to Proposition 6.1, both (F:0) and (F:2) hold, the latter with F1 := F and
F2 := 0. Last but not least, (F:1) is also valid sine the expressions on the left
hand side of (2.4) and (2.5), respetively, both are zero for every n ≥ m + 1.
Hene Theorem 2.8 is appliable with φn = φ
(1)
n and ψn = ψ
(1)
n . To show that F
is proper, x a bounded sequene (un) ⊂ X suh that F (un) → G in L
p(Ω;RM)
for a suitable limit G. Due to (φ:2), there is a subsequene uk(n) of un satisfying
(2.1), whene Theorem 2.8 yields that
F (U0n)→ G, where U
0
n := φ
(1)
n (uk(n)), and
F (U1n)→ F (0), where U
1
n := (I − φ
(1)
n )(uk(n)).
Together with Proposition 3.9, this implies that U0n and U
1
n are bounded sequenes
in X with the additional properties stated in (a) and (b), respetively. Thus by
assumption, both U0n and U
1
n onverge in X , at least for a suitable subsequene
(not relabeled), whene the orresponding subsequene of uk(n) = U
0
n + U
1
n on-
verges as well.
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For the proof of Corollary 6.4, we need the following auxiliary result based on
Lemma 6.3:
Proposition 6.6. Let p > N and assume that the domain Ω ⊂ RN satises (6.3).
Moreover, assume that (A:3), (A:4), (b:0) and (b:1) are valid, and let (un) ⊂
W 2,p(Ω;RM) ∩W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M) be a bounded sequene suh that F (un) onverges in
Lp(Ωk;R
M) for every k ∈ N. Then un has a subsequene (independent of k)
whih onverges in W 2,p(Ωk−1;R
M) for every k ≥ 2.
Proof. It is enough to show that for every (xed) k ≥ 2, any subsequene u
(k−1)
n
of un has another subsequene u
(k)
n whih onverges in W 2,p(Ωk−1;R
M), where
u
(1)
n := un. A suitable diagonal sequene u
(n)
m(n) then has the asserted property. We
omit the supersript in the following. Fix k ≥ 2 and let u denote the weak limit
of un in W
2,p(Ω;RM)∩W 1,p0 (Ω;R
M) (if neessary, pass to a suitable subsequene
rst). We hoose a funtion η ∈ C∞0 (R
N) suh that η = 1 on Bk−1(0) and
η = 0 on RN \ Bk− 3
4
(0). Using (6.3), we infer that η · un ∈ W
1,p
0 (Ωk;R
M) for
every n. Moreover, ηun ⇀ ηu weakly in W
2,p(Ωk;R
M) ∩ W 1,p0 (Ωk;R
M). By
ompat embedding we may assume that un → u in C
1(Ωk;R
M) ∩ Lp(Ωk;R
M)
and η(un − u) → 0 in L
p(Ωk;R
M) with respet to the strong topologies. Due
to Lemma 6.3 (with w := η(un − u) and v := u), it now sues to show that
A˜(u)[η(un − u)] → 0 strongly in L
p(Ωk;R
M). Sine un → u in C
1(Ωk;R
M), we
have that Aαβ(·, un,∇un) → Aαβ(·, u,∇u) in L
∞(Ωk;R
M×M), whene (A˜(un) −
A˜(u))un → 0 in L
p(Ωk;R
M). Moreover, b˜(un,∇un) = b(·, un,∇un) has a strong
limit in Lp(Ωk;R
M) by ontinuity of the Nemytskii operator b˜. Sine A˜(u)un =
F (un)−(A˜(un)−A˜(u))un−b˜(un,∇un), we infer that A˜(u)un onverges strongly in
Lp(Ωk;R
M), whih in turn implies that the same holds for ηA˜(u)[un−u]. A diret
alulation shows that ηA˜(u)[un − u]− A˜(u)[η(un− u)] only ontains derivatives
up to rst order of un, whih entails that this dierene onverges strongly in
Lp(Ωk;R
M), too. Altogether, we infer that A˜(u)[η(un − u)] has a strong limit in
Lp(Ωk;R
M). This limit is zero sine η(un − u) ⇀ 0 weakly in W
2,p(Ωk;R
M).
Proof of Corollary 6.4. Obviously, (i) implies (iii), and (iii) implies (ii) as
mentioned above. It remains to show that (ii) entails (i). By assumption,
it is enough to verify statement (ii) of Theorem 6.2 in ase (a). Consider a
bounded sequene suh that F (un) onverges in L
p(Ω) and suh that un is tight
in W 2,p(Ω;RM ). We have to show that un has a subsequene whih onverges
in W 2,p(Ω;RM). Due to Proposition 6.6, we already know that a suitable sub-
sequene (not relabeled) onverges in W 2,p(Ωk;R
M) for every k ∈ N. Let ε > 0
and let u denote the weak limit of un in W
2,p(Ω;RM ) ∩W 2,p0 (Ω;R
M) and thus
also the strong limit in W 2,p(Ωk;R
M) for every k ∈ N. Sine un − u is tight in
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W 2,p(Ω;RM), we have that
||un − u||
p
W 2,p(Ω;RM )
= ||un − u||
p
W 2,p(Ω\Ωk ;RM )
+ ||un − u||
p
W 2,p(Ωk;RM )
<
ε
2
+ ||un − u||
p
W 2,p(Ωk;RM )
uniformly in n ∈ N, for every k ≥ k0 if k0 = k0(ε) is suiently large. With
k := k0 xed, we also get ||un − u||
p
W 2,p(Ωk;RM )
< ε
2
for every n ≥ n0 = n0(ε, k0),
due to the onvergene in W 2,p(Ωk;R
M). Hene ||un − u||
p
W 2,p(Ω;RM )
< ε
2
+ ε
2
= ε
whenever n ≥ n0.
A Trunation of gradients on unbounded domains
The results presented here form the basis for the denition of the trunation op-
erators φ
(2)
n and φ
(3)
n in Setion 3. So-alled maximal operators play an important
role:
Denition A.1 (Maximal operator). For v ∈ L1loc(R
N) and x ∈ RN let
(M(v))(x) := sup
r∈(0,∞)
1
|Br(x)|
∫
Br(x)
|v| dy.
We reall a basi property of M:
Lemma A.2 (e.g., [26℄). For p ∈ (1,∞], M maps Lp(RN) into Lp(RN), and
||M(v)||Lp(RN ) ≤ C ||v||Lp(RN ) (A.1)
for every v ∈ Lp(RN), where C = C(N, p) is a onstant.
Remark A.3. Lemma A.2 does not hold for p = 1. More preisely, M(v) is
integrable on R
N
if and only if v = 0 a.e.. Moreover, (A.1) does not hold for
p = 1 with a uniform onstant C even if the norm on the left hand side is taken
over some bounded domain instead of R
N
.
In ase Ω = RN , a salar funtion an be trunated as follows:
Lemma A.4 (The ase Ω = RN , e.g., [10℄). Let p ∈ [1,∞) and u ∈ W 1,p(RN).
For every λ > 0, there exists a funtion u¯ ∈ W 1,p(RN) ∩W 1,∞(RN) suh that
|u¯(x)|+ |∇u¯(x)| ≤ C¯λ for a.e. x ∈ RN , (A.2)
u(x) = u¯(x) for a.e. x ∈ Rλ, and (A.3)∣∣RN \Rλ∣∣ ≤ C¯ 1
λ
∫
{|u|+|∇u|>λ2}
|u|+ |∇u| dx. (A.4)
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Here,
Rλ :=
{
x ∈ RN | M(|u|+ |∇u|)(x) ≤ λ} ,
and C¯ = C¯(N) ≥ 1 is a onstant independent of u, λ and p. Furthermore,
|u¯(x)|+ |∇u¯(x)| ≤ C¯min{λ,M(|u|+ |∇u|)(x)} for a.e. x ∈ RN . (A.5)
Both u and Rλ depend on u and λ, but not on p.
Proof. See [10℄, Theorem 3 in Setion 6.6.3. The estimate for
∣∣RN \Rλ∣∣ stated
there is slightly weaker than (A.4), but (A.4) is shown along the way in the
proof. The last assertion (A.5) is a onsequene of (A.2), the denition of M,
the denition of Rλ and (A.3).
We need an analogous result for u ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω) with Ω 6= R
N
. The main diulty
arises from the fat that the support of u¯ is possibly larger than that of u. In
partiular, the "bad set" R
N \ Rλ is not entirely ontained in Ω if the gradient
of u is large very lose to the boundary. For bounded Ω this problem an be
overome as shown in [7℄ (Lemma 4.1); see also the appendix of [12℄. The proof
therein works for some unbounded domains as well, but not without imposing
restritions on the global shape of Ω. The ruial assumption in [7℄ is that for
every x ∈ Ω, |B2r(x) \ Ω| ≥ cr
N
, where r := dist
(
x;RN \ Ω
)
and c > 0 is
a onstant independent of x. For instane, exterior domains (i.e., domains with
bounded omplement in R
N
) are not admissible. By ontrast, our approah below
admits arbitrary domains with the following boundary regularity.
Denition A.5 (Lipshitz domain). We all Ω ⊂ RN a Lipshitz domain, if it
is open and onneted and if there exist onstants ̺ > 0, L ≥ 1 and K0 ∈ N,
a ountable (or nite) set Y ⊂ ∂Ω, a family of radii r(y) > 0 and a family of
bijetive maps θy : R
N ⊃ B2r(y)(y)→ B2r(y)(0) ⊂ R
N
(y ∈ Y ) suh that
both θy and θ
−1
y are Lipshitz ontinuous with Lipshitz onstant L,
θy(Ω ∩B2r(y)(y)) = {x = (x1, . . . , xN) ∈ B2r(0) | x1 > 0},
Ω ∩B̺(z) ⊂
⋃
y∈YBr(y)(y) for eah z ∈ ∂Ω, and
for every x ∈ RN , the set {y ∈ Y | x ∈ Br(y)(y)} has at most K0 elements.
Note that Ω may be unbounded, but ̺ and L are required to be uniform. For
suh domains, Lemma A.4 generalizes to
Theorem A.6 (Trunation of gradients of salar funtions). Let Ω ⊂ RN be a
Lipshitz domain, p ∈ [1,∞) and u ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω). For every λ > 0, there exists a
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funtion φλ(u) ∈ W
1,p
0 (Ω)∩W
1,∞(Ω) and a measurable set Rˆλ = Rˆλ(u) ⊂ Ω with
the following properties:
|∇φλ(u)(x)|+ |φλ(u)(x)| ≤ C0λ for a.e. x ∈ Ω, (A.6)
u(x) = φλ(u)(x) for a.e. x ∈ Rˆ
λ, (A.7)∣∣∣Ω \ Rˆλ∣∣∣ ≤ C1 ∣∣RN \Rλ∣∣ ≤ C2 1
λ
∫
{|u|+|∇u|>λ2}
|u|+ |∇u| dx (A.8)
and
|{x ∈ Ω | |φλ(u)(x)|+ |∇φλ(u)(x)| > δ}|
≤ C1
∣∣{x ∈ RN | C0 min{λ,M(|u|+ |∇u|)(x)} > δ}∣∣ for every δ ≥ 0. (A.9)
Here, Ci = Ci(N, ̺, L,K0) ≥ 1 (i = 0, 1, 2) are onstants independent of u, λ
and p (where ̺, L,K0 are the onstants of the Lipshitz domain Ω), and
Rλ = Rλ(u) :=
{
x ∈ RN | M(|u|+ |∇u|)(x) ≤ λ}
(for the appliation ofM extend u with zero outside of Ω). Both φλ(u) and Rˆ
λ(u)
are independent of p. In partiular, if u also is an element of W 1,q0 (Ω) for some
q ∈ [1,∞), then so is φλ(u).
Several onsequenes of (A.8) are also useful:
Corollary A.7. In the situation of Theorem A.6, we have in addition that∣∣∣Ω \ Rˆλ(u)∣∣∣ ≤ (C3)r 1
λr
∫
{|u|+|∇u|>λ2}
|u|r + |∇u|r dx
(A.10)
for every λ > 0 and r ∈ [1,∞), with C3 := 4C2 (not neessarily optimal).
Moreover,∣∣∣Ω \ Rˆλ(u)∣∣∣ ≤ (C3)r 1
λr
∫
{ 12λβ≥|u|+|∇u|>
λ
2}
|u|r + |∇u|r dx
+ (C3)
r 1
λ1+β(r−1)
∫
{|u|+|∇u|> 12λβ}
|u|r + |∇u|r dx
(A.11)
for every λ ∈ (0, 1], r ∈ [1,∞) and β ∈ (0, 1]. In partiular,
λp
∣∣∣Ω \ Rˆλ(u)∣∣∣→ 0 both as λ→∞ and as λ→ 0 (A.12)
for arbitrary but xed u.
The proof of Corollary A.7 is arried out rst. In partiular, we observe that
(A.8) implies (A.10), a property also employed in the proof of Theorem A.6.
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Proof of Corollary A.7. Sine (C3)
r = (4C2)
r ≥ 22r−1C2 (for C2 ≥ 1), in-
equality (A.10) is a diret onsequene of (A.8) and the elementary estimate
|u|+ |∇u| ≤
2r−1
λr−1
(|u|+ |∇u|)r ≤
22r−1
λr−1
(|u|r + |∇u|r) on
{
|u|+ |∇u| >
λ
2
}
.
By similar reasoning, (A.8) also entails (A.11). Finally note that 1+β(p−1) < p
if β < 1 and that∫
{|u|+|∇u|>λ2}
|u|p + |∇u|p dx −→
λ→∞
0 and
∫
{ 12λβ≥|u|+|∇u|}
|u|p + |∇u|p dx −→
λ→0
0
for xed u, whene (A.12) follows from (A.10) and (A.11), respetively.
Proof of Theorem A.6. Below, we abbreviate uˆ = φλ(u), the funtion to be
onstruted. In view of Lemma A.4, we may assume that Ω 6= RN , and sine
Ω is a Lipshitz domain, we even have that
∣∣RN \ Ω∣∣ > 0. In the following, u
is onsidered as an element of W 1,p(RN) by extending it with zero outside of
Ω. In partiular, this ensures that the denition of Rλ oinides with the one in
Lemma A.4. Now let u¯ ∈ W 1,p(RN) denote the funtion obtained in Lemma A.4.
Reall that u¯ satises |u¯|+ |∇u¯| ≤ C¯λ a.e. on RN , for a suitable onstant C¯ ≥ 1
(f. (A.2)). For x ∈ RN , we dene
uˆ(x) :=


hλ(x) if hλ(x) < u¯(x),
u¯(x) if −hλ(x) ≤ u¯(x) ≤hλ(x),
−hλ(x) if −hλ(x) > u¯(x),
where
hλ(x) := C¯λL
2 max
{
1, ̺−1
}
dist
(
x;RN \ Ω
)
.
Here, ̺ > 0 and L ≥ 1 are the onstants of the Lipshitz domain Ω introdued in
Denition A.5. Note that uˆ is independent of p just as u¯. Aordingly, we dene
Rˆλ := Rλ ∩ {x ∈ Ω | −hλ(x) ≤ u¯(x) ≤ hλ(x)}.
As an immediate onsequene, (A.3) entails (A.7). Also note that the funtion
hλ : R
N → R is Lipshitz ontinuous with Lipshitz onstant C¯L2 max {1, ̺−1}λ.
In partiular, hλ is weakly dierentiable with gradient ∇hλ ∈ L
∞(RN), and thus
uˆ ∈ W 1,∞(RN). Furthermore,
|uˆ| ≤ C¯λ and |∇uˆ|+ |uˆ| ≤ C0λ a.e. in R
N ,
where C0 := C¯ + C¯L
2 max
{
1, ̺−1
}
.
(A.13)
In partiular, we obtain (A.6). Assuming that (A.8) is valid, so is (A.10), as
shown in the proof of Corollary A.7. In this ase, φλ(u) = uˆ is an element of
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W 1,p(RN): both |uˆ|p and |∇uˆ|p are integrable on RN , due to (A.10) and (A.6).
Sine uˆ is ontinuous on RN (by the embeddingW 1,∞(RN) ⊂ CB(R
N)) and uˆ = 0
on R
N \ Ω, we infer that uˆ ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω).
It remains to show that (A.8) and (A.9) are satised. Sine
Ω \ Rˆλ = (Ω \Rλ) ∪ (Ω ∩ {|u¯| > hλ}),
(A.8) follows provided that
|Ω ∩ {|u¯| > hλ}| ≤ C1
∣∣(RN \ Ω) ∩ (RN \Rλ)∣∣ , (A.14)
for a onstant C1 = C1(N,Ω) ≥ 1. Before we verify (A.14), let us observe that
(A.14) also implies (A.9): It is enough to prove (A.9) for every δ ∈ [0, C0λ)
beause {|uˆ|+ |∇uˆ| > δ} is of measure zero if δ ≥ C0λ. Due to (A.5),
|uˆ(x)|+ |∇uˆ(x)| = |u¯(x)|+ |∇u¯(x)| ≤ C0M(|u|+ |∇u|)(x)
for a.e. x ∈ Ω suh that |u¯(x)| ≤ hλ(x), whene
|Ω ∩ {|u¯| ≤ hλ} ∩ {|uˆ|+ |∇uˆ| > δ}|
≤ |Ω ∩ {C0M(|u|+ |∇u|) > δ}|
(A.15)
for every δ > 0. On the other hand, (A.14) entails that
|Ω ∩ {|u¯| > hλ} ∩ {|uˆ|+ |∇uˆ| > δ}|
≤ C1
∣∣(RN \ Ω) ∩ {C0M(|u|+ |∇u|) > δ}∣∣ (A.16)
for every δ ∈ [0, C0λ) sine in that ase,
R
N \Rλ = {M(|u|+ |∇u|) > λ} ⊂ {C0M(|u|+ |∇u|) > δ} .
Summing (A.15) and (A.16) yields (A.9) for every δ ∈ [0, C0λ).
The proof of (A.14) is arried out in three steps:
(i) A loal estimate for an ane piee of the boundary
We onsider the following loal situation: Assume that for a r > 0,
B2r(0) ∩ Ω = {x = (x1, . . . , xN ) ∈ B2r(0) | x1 > 0},
and let ρ1 denote the reetion with respet to the hyperplane {x1 = 0}, i.e.,
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xN) 7→ ρ1x := (−x1, x2, . . . , xN ). We laim that in this ase
ρ1
(
Br(0) ∩ Ω ∩ {|u¯| > L
−2hλ}
)
⊂ (Br(0) \ Ω) ∩ (Br(0) \R
λ), (A.17)
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at least up to a set of measure zero whih we ignore. To see this, onsider an
arbitrary x ∈ Br(0) ∩ Ω suh that |u¯(x)| > L
−2hλ(x). In partiular, |u¯(x)| >
2C¯λ dist (x; ∂Ω) due to the denition of hλ. On the other hand,
|u¯(x)− u¯(ρ1x)| ≤ C¯λ |x− ρ1x| = 2C¯λ dist (x; ∂Ω) ,
whene u¯(ρ1x) 6= 0 = u(ρ1x). Thus the reetion ρ1x of x is not an element of
Rλ for almost every x ∈ Br(0) ∩ Ω ∩ {|u¯| > L
−2hλ}, whih shows (A.17). In
partiular, we have the estimate∣∣Br(0) ∩ Ω ∩ {|u¯| > L−2hλ}∣∣ ≤ ∣∣(Br(0) \ Ω) ∩ (Br(0) \Rλ)∣∣ , (A.18)
sine the Lebesgue measure is invariant under ρ1.
(ii) A loal estimate for Lipshitz boundary
The estimate analogous to (A.18) for a general piee of Lipshitz boundary is
obtained by using the loal maps θy (y ∈ Y ⊂ ∂Ω) of Denition A.5 to redue
the problem to the speial ase disussed in (i): For every y ∈ Y ,
|Br(y) ∩ Ω ∩ {|u¯| > hλ}| ≤ L
2N
∣∣(Br(y) \ Ω) ∩ (Br(y) \Rλ)∣∣ , (A.19)
where r = r(y) > 0 and L ≥ 1 are the onstants of the Lipshitz domain Ω.
(iii) Proof of the global estimate (A.14) by a overing argument
Sine |u¯| ≤ C¯λ a.e. in RN , the denition of hλ and the properties of the Lipshitz
domain imply that
Ω ∩ {|u¯| > hλ} ⊂ Ω ∩ {C¯λ > hλ}
⊂ Ω ∩
⋃
z∈∂Ω
B̺(z) ⊂ Ω ∩
⋃
y∈Y
Br(y)(y),
for every λ > 0. Applying (A.19) at every y ∈ Y and summing over y yields
(A.14), with C1 := K0L
2N
.
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